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FORWARD

THE DEALINGS OF GOD WITH JIGSAW PUZZLES

Sheila writing ... ‘I love to do large 1000 piece jigsaw puzzles especially in the winter when it is
very cold outside. Earlier in 2006, I set up the table and began one — a beautiful coastal scene
from Italy which I had bought at the local ‘Thrift Store’ where there is always the risk of a piece or
two being missing. To my disappointment there was a missing ‘sea’ piece but I completed the puzzle
leaving it out on the table while we searched high and low for the missing piece. I usually throw
away incomplete puzzles.

Several weeks later imagine my surprise when on the kitchen floor which I assure you does
get a regular sweeping, I see the missing piece of ‘sea’. How could this be? What a pity for I had
thrown away the incomplete puzzle. So I naturally threw away the last piece.

After an interval of a few weeks I obtained another puzzle and  pieced it together only to find
a single piece was missing! Again, we hunted for it in all the usual places ... nothing showed! This
time I left the incomplete puzzle out for a few days. One morning when I went into our living room, I
saw a piece of puzzle about three feet (a meter) in front of my recliner; there was no possible way
that this piece was there the night before! Of course, It was the missing piece of puzzle No.2.

The third puzzle —  When I had almost completed this puzzle I counted the gaps and was
very pleased to find I had ten pieces to fit ten spaces yet when I came to fit the last piece in it had
gone.  I could not believe it and began to search the surrounding floor.  It just had to be there, I kept
looking and found it but I could hardly believe my eyes. There was a coffee table near by with a
ledge around the base about one inch higher than the carpet and there balanced under this ledge
in an upright position was this missing piece.  There was no way could it have just fallen from the
table and become lodged there.  How I even  found it was a miracle.

Between the second and third puzzles, Ray said that he felt the Lord was wanting to get
through to us.  Now He really had our attention! As we sought Him, we came to the understanding
that our Father was showing us that there was a missing piece in our present understanding that
would be revealed to us in His perfect timing. We were planning a trip to the States and in
preparation I was doing some tidying and dusting.  Some boxes had slipped off the shelf and as I
pushed them back, behold there was the puzzle of the Italian coast! Written across the corner of
the box of that puzzle was ‘One piece missing’.  Whoops!  I had thrown away the elusive piece
believing that I had thrown away the whole puzzle! My first reaction was, ‘Father, what are you
saying?’

All of a sudden I knew.  I shared with Ray what had transpired. On our walk, I asked him what
he felt. Immediately he came up with the same thought. For many years we held to a vision that we
believed was from the Lord. Over the years the vision changed but the central theme did not. Until
recently we believed that we had truly set that vision aside, walking away from it — we called it
‘Putting it on the altar’.

Now we believe that Lord is saying do not throw it out, if it tarry, wait for it for there is a missing
piece that will come to hand at the right  time to complete the picture.

God has a plan, a picture which He took and broke down into a myriad of pieces and
scattered them in the heavens of His abode to await for the appointed time for a people with His
insight to unlock what looks overwhelming. Be not dismayed but know the heavens surely do
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declare the glory of God and the earth shows forth His handiworks (Ps. 19).

Further thoughts on ‘the puzzles’... I awoke this morning (December 29th. 2010) thinking of
puzzles. For several weeks I have been working on a difficult one; the easy colourful parts are done
and all around this beautiful garden are tall dark trees along with dark water. Sometimes it seems a
long while between locating correct placements for new pieces. I often stand back and pick up a
piece, try to fit it in — then put it down and walk away, but gradually it is coming together.

Back to this particular morning, I was thinking of all the dealings that we had regarding ‘the
missing piece’ and I recalled another puzzle that I recently completed. As I worked on it, I realized it
was a second copy of ‘puzzle No.2’ and this time every piece was there and the beautiful picture of
a part of God’s creation was complete. I began to thank Him and realized He had now given us the
‘missing piece’ and He was revealing to us the completed picture of His Divine plan for this hour.

The above recollections regarding jigsaw puzzles becomes the parable the Lord is using; in it
He is revealing that there is a timing for each piece if we will persevere towards the complete
picture where anything less is not acceptable.

This writing is not a ‘How-to’ booklet ... but there will be challenges along the way to
experience more of Who The Lord is in us.

This booklet will show the greatness of our Father who truly works ALL things together for
good ... even things of old match up with the scriptures. As Solomon wisely said, ‘There is
nothing new under the sun...’ but all things  have been given for our learning and, never let it
be forgotten, we do have the best teacher — the Holy Spirit.

God is OMNISCIENT ... OMNI = ALL – SCIENCE covers all knowledge. God has spoken in times past
and hidden such treasures and is at present empowering certain ones to search out the
goodies.

The following pages have been drawn from numerous sources that the Lord brought across my
path. It will awaken certain cries within for answers ... maybe creating even more questions!

Please open up your heart for the Lord to unveil to you all that He has for you that you might
truly know your destiny and move towards fulfilling it. Be super-abundantly blessed as you
remain teachable of the Lord.

Agapé,        Ray Knight.     Spring - 2011.
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The following hymn from the pen of Walter John Mathams (1853 - 1931) was one we both learned
in our teenage years and has been a hymn that God has used to focus our entire walk with Him.

Please take a special moment to read the words ...

Christ of the Upward Way,
My Guide Divine.

Where Thou hast set Thy feet
May I place mine;

And move and march wherever Thou has trod,
Keeping face forward up the hill of God.

Give me the heart, to hear
Thy voice and will,

That without fault or fear
I may fulfil

Thy purpose with a glad and holy zest,
Like one who would not bring less than his best.

Give me the eye to see
Each chance to serve,

Then send me strength to rise
With steady nerve,

And leap at once with kind and helpful deed
To the sure succour of a soul in need.

Give me the good stout arm
To shield the right,

And wield Thy sword
With all my might,

That, in the warfare I must wage for Thee,
More than a victor I may ever be.

Christ of the upward way,
My Guide Divine,

Where Thou hast placed Thy feet
May I place mine;

And when Thy last call comes serene and clear,
Calm may my answer be, ‘Lord, I am here’.
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BEGINNINGS
ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND ABOUT THIS BOOK.

Ray was born in New Zealand of English parents ... later moving to England where he grew
up and was educated finishing with a London University Matriculation Certificate. Entering the
business realm as a designer-draftsman in structural steel and buildings, he learned to be pedantic
... well one had to be accurate! During his teenage years he accepted Jesus Christ as his Lord and
Saviour and was encouraged by his mother in particular, to delve into the Bible.  In 1963
accompanied by his wife Sheila and their three children, they were led of the Lord to emigrate to
Australia. This was the beginning of God releasing His plans for their lives. As a family they only
desired whatever their heavenly Father would deem as good for them. Led by the Lord from place
to place they began to meet some very special people. These divine appointments started to build a
wealth of understandings and challenges and a confidence that they were in the Lord’s great plan.

In Australia Ray was challenged by God to ‘finish what he started’ ... so he spent the dawn
time of each day, completing the correspondence course and receiving the engineering diploma.
Whilst working in Adelaide both he and Sheila heard from the Lord to move to Canada. Hindsight
shows that there were many more people for them to meet and receive from under God’s
preparation plans for their destiny which would surface a few years later.

In Canada the Lord opened up doors before them including leading a small home church in
Ontario. Again God brought more saints, books and tapes across their path which gradually
enlarged their horizons beyond the four walls of any particular Church. One of the same principles
that he had drawn upon in designing buildings, was never to take anything for granted!  Einstein
once said that when a person stops asking questions as to ‘why’, they begin to die. Ray is alive and
well ...

Purposing to live by Biblical principles (not necessarily the ‘letter word’), Ray soon discovered
that not everything he was taught in school or Church was true. Around that time he found verses in
scripture that became a personal challenge to him. It was then too that he came upon a verse that
said that it is ‘the glory of God to conceal a matter and the honour of kings to search out that matter’. Thus
some will see it while others will not. Most of the glimpses into God’s glory are just below the
surface ... Ray’s inbuilt nature just nudged him into digging along with others who delved.

In more recent times, Ray has endeavoured to be positive towards all people accepting them
‘where they are at’ and not judging them even from his vast experience of nothing! He also sought
not to judge a matter before looking at it, in some detail at least. Our God is Almighty ... ALL mighty!
... so he knows the truth of the statement that He works all things together for good. Keeping that in
mind, we will be able to see where God is taking this investigation. The year 2012 is seen by many
as a climax with many unknown outcomes. 2012 is the year in which the world according to some is
supposed to end! The Mayan Calendar is very convincing, so much so Ray has felt strongly to
investigate those claims and see just what God has already placed in the scriptures, for the Bible
has all the answers — it is just a matter of the Spirit of God to unveil them at this time.

 Prayerfully and meticulously the investigation into the end of the age has come together. It is
not a textbook for it certainly does not claim to have all the answers, but Ray trusts that some major
questions will be met with peaceful and calming answers that will help keep each reader connected
to Father’s voice and His plan.

“As in the days of Noah, so shall be also in the days of the son of man...” The parable of Noah
unfolds ... so ‘2012-Noahs’ , God desires your specific attention.
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Dead Sea Scrolls

Nag Hamadi Library,
   Egypt

Scriptures ... those included in the Bible
and those ‘dumped’ by Constantine and
his Bishops back in 325 AD.

1945

1947

The AZTEC and MAYAN peoples’
researches and prophecies 300 AD
to 900 AD.

    (John 21:25)  And there are also many other things which Jesus did, the which, if they should be
written every one, I suppose that even the world itself could not contain the books that should be written.
Amen.  We looked at many such writings and were amazed to see how the majority fit
and flowed with scripture as we hold to it. Being teachable is the key to seeing your
coasts enlarged. Before the beginning God was all-in-all ... He is orchestrating a
renewing so that situation will again be the normal ... for we have the mind of Christ.

Research, records and prophecies from TIBETAN MONKS .... also ancient CHINESE
writings .... modern ASTRONOMY’s findings .... History’s records... etc. just go to
show that ...

     ... The earth is the LORD’s, and the fullness thereof; the world, and
they that dwell therein [Psalm 24:1 A ‘now’  Psalm of David].
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CHAPTER  1.
THE INVESTIGATION GETS STARTED

A mandate was especially given to me by the Lord a number of years ago — it was “Prove all
things and hold fast to that which is good”. (1 Thess.5:21).

WHAT IS SO SPECIAL ABOUT 2012?  What’s all this about a Mayan Calendar that declares
the end of the age occurs on 2012’s winter solstice? Their prophecy spells out amazing detail into
time cycles but goes no further than that date. So, is it something to fear? Is it the end of life as we
know it on planet earth? Is it just a part of what the ancient Mayans believed or is it a part of God’s
glorious plan of the ages? The unshakeable starting-point is that God is 100% in control of all
universal events, timings and changes which He wrote afore-time in the heavens. All things work
together for good as He changes us from glory to glory into His image and likeness.

The Bible makes this huge statement ... (Psalm 19:1-4) The heavens declare the glory of God ... of that
which He chose to conceal from ‘Mr. Average’ until the right time.  (Prov. 25:2)  It is the glory of God to
conceal a thing: but the honour of kings is to search out a matter. Kings who are called to rule and reign are
chosen and endowed with authority and above all, they are not ignorant for they are established in
present truth  ... these are the ones who are called to unearth what has been hidden for the eventual
benefit to all life. The Bible is our ‘yardstick’ for it contains all the answers backed up by other
writings including revelations, discoveries, testimonies, ... Oh yes — from ‘outside the Bible box’
right through the ancient ages. The Spirit of God has enabled men to write of His Glory all through
time with some amazing input.

2012 will most certainly have some upheavals which will get the attention of everybody ... the
challenge is, will your peace be disturbed?  Will you have an answer concerning your abiding hope to give to

any man that asks it of you? (1 Peter 3:15). We all came out of Him, go through with Him and return into Him (Rom.11:37)
is a confidence builder if you happen to need one! Many have been ‘put off’ delving into these
matters due to a ‘fear of being led astray’ — such an attitude being promoted by the Church system
over hundreds of years. What does the Bible say about these things ... remember, the Spirit of God
is the Teacher.

We — that’s you and I if we stick together in this — will investigate this part of God’s carefully
concealed plan with a very unusual date on our calendar ... December 21st. 2012 when two major
ages conclude simultaneously. ... on that Winter Solstice (Northern Hemisphere vantage point). The
line-up of the earth, the moon, the sun and the centre-line or equator of our Milky Way galaxy sets
the scene for  something unusual because such an alignment hasn’t happened for almost 26,000
years! What can be expected and what is our role? More concerning this later as the pieces of this
‘jigsaw puzzle’ come together.

THE WHOLE CREATION (Rom. 8:22) For we know that the whole creation groans and travails in pain
together until now.  ‘Creation’ includes everyone and everything that was created. The last phrase
means , according to Thayer, ‘TO SYMPATHISE WITH THE EXPECTATION OF RELIEF’. Creation seems to have
some ‘inside’ information that many are totally ignorant of!

Let me pose a question or two with (Rom 8:19) ‘For the earnest expectation of the creature waits for the
manifestation of the sons of God’. What is creation expecting these mature ‘sons’ to accomplish? Why are
they suddenly needed? Are they creation’s last hope? Who are these ‘sons’ (huios-mature ones)?
What can they do that will help? Help what? As many as are led by the Spirit, they are the sons of God.
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(Rom.8:14). ‘As many as’  indicate ‘some’ not ‘all’.

OBSERVE ALL THINGS — AN ON-GOING COMMAND
(Matt. 28:20) Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you always,
even unto the end (Gk. conclusion) of the world (Gk. age ... this present and/or World Age) Amen. Note
that ‘observe’ is a command not an invitation, so we are called to observe all things. Now that is
limitless ... so for us, we observe and look into everything that the Lord brings across our path and
which will start by a special sort of nudge or command from Him.

THE BIG “AND” ... INCLUDES US!
(1 Cor.10:11) Now all these things (Noah included) happened unto them for examples: AND they are written for
our admonition, upon whom the ends of the world (Gk. = ages) are come. Dictionary for ‘admonition’ =
CAUTIONARY ADVICE! ...... Read this again! Written and preserved for us upon whom the end of the
present ages is come!  2012 is not the end of the planet but rather the end of present ages or
time-cycles, !

CHAPTER  2.
CLARIFYING CERTAIN WORDS POORLY TRANSLATED

THE VALUE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE BIBLE. With very little checking, one can verify the
supernatural make-up of the Bible text, its numerical basis ... this is found via the original languages
which basically are Hebrew for the Old Testament and Greek for the new. A great disappointment to
me was to discover that the ‘Church’ under ‘Roman’ domination back in the time around 325 AD
when compiling the content of their Bible, decided that certain ‘books’ were not be included.
Constantine and his ‘tame’ bishops also destroyed all ‘books’ that even hinted at undermining their
‘Church Order’ which kept the people in subjection to their dictates. Libraries were destroyed and
purges carried out trying to eradicate all records of former happenings of the early Church and
before.  We were told that all those early records were lost and that we didn’t need them anyway!
Fear of differing from their ‘status-quo’ kept people from a true vision of God. This thinking was
carried over to 1611 AD when our present-day Bible was compiled and printed. Almost all the
modern translations follow along the same path not daring to be different!

BUT GOD ... Many of these books and writings were preserved in the caves of Qumran —
known as ‘The Dead Sea Scrolls’ — which at the right time, AD 1945, God caused to be unearthed.
Two years later a similar amazing discovery was made in Egypt and the discovery of even more
ancient books were found which are now in ‘the Nag Hammadi Library’ in Egypt. To restrain one’s
self to only referring to our Bible, would be extremely naive and the dastardly work of the early
Church’s plan of deleting anything that was even slightly controversial to their dogmas, would be
upheld. Prove all things and hold fast to that which is good. Yet another command!
For example, have you read ‘The Gospel of Thomas?

Who placed these scrolls in preserving clay jars and then hid them in the caves by the Dead
Sea? The answer has surfaced that it was the Essenes who were called of God to do just that at
the risk of their own lives. We are not on so much of an academic journey in this writing,  but rather
a ‘walk’  with the Spirit of God as we desire the truth of our heritage and the glorious expression of
our faith as seen in those that have gone before. One can also look at the lives of the previously
thought ignorant as they moved from where they were at. This operation of the Spirit is to train us to
accept all by seeing that God is absolutely in control and while He works all these reports together
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for good, He is never taken by surprise.
Clarification in the meaning of certain words.

The word “WORLD’ in our bible. I will try to remove any bias that the King James Version of
the Bible translators had and most of the more modern translations copied ... the meaning of many
words in the original language are often quite different from that which tradition has come to accept.
The word  translated ‘WORLD’ gets our scrutiny.  This word in the original is translated from different
words particularly in the New Testament.
The Greek word for ‘World’ has different meanings ... either:- [1].  age or eon ... AIONOS which is a
predetermined length of time ... many times as a cycle. [2].  The world’s way of thinking/acting ...
KOSMOS; or  [3]. a generation ... GENEA.

e.g. (Ephesians 3:21) Unto Him be glory in the church by Jesus Christ throughout all ages (Gk. generations)
world without end (Gk. to the age of the ages). Amen.
(4) eternal and forever both mean ‘FOR THE AGE’.  For ever and ever = FOR THE AGE OF THE AGES. .. thus
‘forever’ cannot mean endless time or infinity for ‘infinity of infinity’ is nonsense!
“Age of the ages” shows there is an age that encompasses all other ages within itself.
The Greek word for ‘zodiac’ means ‘THE WAY’!

CHAPTER  3.
SUN, MOON, STARS AND CONSTELLATIONS

(Genesis 1:1) In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.  God could have ‘snapped His
fingers’ and produced an instantaneous heavens and earth — but he set in motion creative forces
that over a huge period of time (man’s perspective!) all things would come together in such a
perfect harmony that would be the divine plan for the earth. God purposed with intricate care to
have a perfect place for His mankind to dwell and express His life ...thus bringing the invisible into
the visible realm. The vastness of the heavens was necessary to provide for mankind, meeting his
every need over many ages. The heavens declare His glory and the earth shows forth His handiwork (Psalm
19). Each day or age had an ‘evening’ of hidden spirit creation and a ‘morning’ where it could be
seen. A garden of Eden prepared for mankind. Day unto day uttereth speech ... cycle unto cycle
producing all the effects that make up His-Story. Nothing new under the sun observed Solomon of
old ... everything of today is already established in the heavens. It truly is like a jigsaw puzzle that is
first complete before it is broken down for packaging. No wonder God said that all things work together
for good ... couldn’t be otherwise!

(Genesis 1:14) And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and
let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years:
(5 ) And let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth: and it was so.
(16)  And God made two great lights; the greater light to RULE the day, and the lesser light to RULE the night: he made
the stars ALSO.

Also what? Rule — have dominion over ... have strong influence over. How? Waves of
electromagnetic influence stem from these heavenly bodies which hold them in their places and
really do affect the earth itself as well the inhabitants on it.  Earth  is held in its place in space by
these necessary forces from the sun and other heavenly bodies who in turn are held to their
courses and effectiveness, The term ‘loony’ was given to one who mentally ‘lost it’ when a full moon
was occurring. (Lunar effect). You and I are also made to be affected by the sun etc.  The stars and
constellations also have varying effects on us all. In verse 15, God said ‘Let’ which simply means
‘ALLOW TO HAPPEN’ indicating a partnership here ... the yielding part being ours.

Just about everyone, myself included, have gazed up into the night time sky and wondered ...
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What’s out there? ... Just how many stars are there? ... The constellations one reads about, how did
they come up with the diagram to go with the name of each constellation? The vastness of the
heavens must be a picture of God.
(Psalm 147:4) God counts the number of the stars; He calls them all by their names.

The most sophisticated astronomers cannot do that! When God named each star or
constellation, each name carries within itself the nature of that name. God surely did not waste His
time on that ... it is all for a purpose, His. One of the books that came across my path was
Bullinger’s ‘Witness of the Stars’ which showed all 12 constellations linked to the twelve tribes of
Israel and the very meanings of the stars or constellations that made up each of the twelve major
ones, depicting the whole of the life of Christ from Virgo (the virgin birth) all the way through to Libra
(the judgment). (Num 2:2) Every man of the children of Israel shall pitch by his own STANDARD, with the ENSIGN of
their father’s house: round about the tabernacle of the congregation shall they pitch. The standard or banner for
each tribe had their individual ‘SIGN’ on it and it was known as their ‘ensign’. Each ensign had upon
it the respective sign for each tribe from the Zodiac ... e.g. Judah had LEO’s sign of a lion on theirs’
... hence Jesus from the tribe of Judah was referred to as ‘THE LION OF JUDAH’. Each of the twelve
tribes had their own ensign which was their particular rallying point when they came to leave Egypt.
          (See Appendix ‘2’ for complete list of the constellations applied to each tribe).

THE HEAVENS DECLARE GOD’S GLORY. The Creator placed His wisdom in the heavens
to show how much greater His thinking is than ours. (Isaiah 55:8) For my thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways, says the LORD. (9) For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways
higher than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts.
(Psalm 19:1-4a) The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament shows his handiwork. (2) Day unto day
utters speech (SPIRIT WORDS ... waiting to be heard by you and I), and night unto night shows knowledge.
(3) There is no speech nor language, where their voice is not heard. (4) Their line (Hb.= rule) is gone out through all
the earth, and their words to the end of the world. (GK.= age).
Day unto day? In the first day you ‘get the picture’, then the following day you will see the change,
the progress, the movement and compare such with the day before. Night unto night the
constellations and stars are moving forward in their predetermined courses and their timings are
observed. There is an ongoing release of wisdom and understanding via words being shown to all
earth dwellers.

MAZZAROTH.  Job was in corporate Elohim, as we were, before God hit the ‘start-button’.
Job knew that, so God challenges Job who had great understanding in the stars etc., Job recorded
much detail ... (Job 9:8) God alone stretched out the sky, (9) and set the stars in place— the Big Dipper and Orion,
the Pleiades and the stars in the southern sky. Now God challenges Job for God does not tease,(Job.38:31)
Canst thou bind the cluster of the Pleiades, Or loose the bands of Orion? (32)  Canst thou lead forth the Mazzaroth** in
their season? Or canst thou guide the Bear with her train? (33)  Knowest thou the ordinances of the heavens? Canst
thou establish the dominion thereof in the earth? But Job, these things were not new to you. The rule from
the heavens is already established. ‘Mazzaroth’ means the 12 signs of the zodiac-constellations
from VIRGO to LEO.  (2 Kings 23:5 calls them planets). The ancient stargazing nations of China,
Chaldea, Mayans, Tibet, Egypt and Israel, etc., also confirm the order of the planets. Some of their
wisdom goes back 4,000 to 5,000 years BC. The patience of archaeologists, translators and
historical researchers is encouraging as well as fascinating ... always asking ‘Why?’.

CHAPTER  4.
CONCERNING  AGES AND CYCLES OF TIME

An easy to see cycle is that of an hour. The minute hand of a clock goes in a 60-minute
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cycle returning to the starting point. In the early days of this compilation precise encouragements
were in short supply! But God ... So many times when I had to get up during the night, the clock
was exactly on the hour. So much so, my attention was gained as to what the Lord might be saying.
It came to me that Father was confirming to me that ‘cycles’  and timings were important especially
the ones I was being led to research. The Bible begins with, ‘In the beginning God’ ... this shows
that God is counting and timing things regarding ‘the earth and the heavens’. In the account of
Noah, God let us know He had been counting the yearlong cycles for the ‘end of the age’ came
when Noah was 600 years old! The end of that age where Noah was the ‘bridge’ to the next age,
was seen to conclude with a flood of huge proportions.

JUST HOW OLD IS THE EARTH?
In more recent times there came together a symposium of every major science group,

theologians, historians, astronomers and astrologers, physicists, space scientists etc. They arrived
at a single conclusion that the earth is 13.8 billion years old (the universe is much older — too vast
for man to count!). Subsequently scientific researchers have brought out from their expertise an
amazing conclusion: that every item of life — as well as every animate and inanimate form of ‘our’
world had one common denominator. Each item had within its molecular make-up three elements
...Hydrogen, Oxygen and Nitrogen. Taking these three elements to the Periodic Table of Elements’
their respective numbers when laid alongside the gematria of the Hebrew alphabet equated them
with the letters Y, H and V.

Every Bible student knows that the name of God is YAHWEH or without any vowels which
were added much later, gives us the tetragrammaton of YHVH showing from science that God put
Himself in everything. God was and is the Creator of all things. These three elements are all
gaseous and can thus readily relate to the fact that God is Spirit ... intangible until Carbon (C) is
included! We humans are YHVC (plus a whole lot more!) and are tangible ... simply put, God is in
everything and every man.

Starting with these three basic elements it took ages for changes to be accomplished in such
a way as to bring forth the perfect environment for God’s greatest creation ... mankind. Man is
actually around 70% water (H2O) and lines up with the fact that the earth is 70% covered with water
showing that mankind and earth are truly and uniquely compatable. So our God is Word which
when spoken creates and causes changes. Early Genesis chapters of the Bible bring forth life
whenever ‘God said’.  The restoration of ALL things will also be accomplished by the spoken word
but we must be very sure that which will be declared or decreed by us is exactly His word and in
His timing.

DAYS ... MONTHS ... YEARS ... AGES  —  just  CYCLES
Just like a birthday. These special days come around each year and you know the time of the

year they will occur. You will refer to a certain day in a certain month which is easier than saying
‘day number so and so in the year’ ... then no-one would know if you meant your year between
birthdays or the calendar year folks use! Birthdays come in a cycle of 365+ days, just like the four
seasons, the twelve months and many other items in their fixed cycles (more detail later).

CYCLES and TIME: The earth rotates a full 3600 on its own axis and it makes a one-day
cycle. The earth at the same time rotates around the sun and to complete a one year-’Solar’
cycle. There are the 12 ages created by the gravitational and magnetic fields of respective
constellations through which the earth will pass. The full rotation is 3600 and thus to pass through
each constellation takes up 300 with one degree of rotation being 72 years ...  which gives us 2,160
years (72 X 12) for the time to pass through each constellational influence. For all 12 constellations,
the total cycle equals 25,920 years (approx.) say, 26,000 years and it is called the Plutonic Age or
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the Precession of the Equinoxes.  Modern-day technology confirms that which the ancients
discovered without big-powered computers and telescopes. Pole reversals happen on a cycle of
26,000 years when the earth goes above and below the galactic equator. Who but a wonderful
Creator-God could have worked such things together for good?

AGES. The last bridge of many between two ‘world’ ages was in Noah’s day. Plutonic Ages
and the World Ages as well as annual Zodiac ages, have been going on for ‘ages’!
Ignorant religious fervour has driven folk away from understanding what is their inheritance in detail.
Their inheritance, of course, includes their destiny. Man-fired prognosticators of your future will rob
you of your blessings in Christ Jesus because of their mixture of emphasis, some positive and
some negative. Their carnal efforts give false hopes by drawing away susceptible ones from the
mighty, but conditional, promises of the Spirit of God.  “Look to Me, all ye ends of the earth .... for I am your
life”(Isaiah 45:2). Beware that the self-centred mind will delight in being ‘boss’; however it is Christ in
you, your hope of glory ... your resurrected spirit-body contains the fullness of Divine life.

(1 Cor. 2:6) Howbeit we speak wisdom among them that are perfect (Gk. mature or complete): yet not the
wisdom of this world (Age; Gk. aion), nor of the princes of this world (Age; Gk. aion), that come to naught: (7)
But we speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom, which God ordained before the world (Gk.
ages - aionos) unto our glory: (8) Which none of the princes of this world (Age; Gk. kosmos) knew: for had
they known it, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory. (9) But as it is written, Eye has not seen, nor ear heard,
neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which God has prepared for them that love him. (10) But God
has revealed them unto us by his Spirit: for the Spirit searches all things, yea, the deep things of God.

Just what are these ages  and where did all this information come from? God put Himself in
everything that He made and His purposes come to the fore in everything that is happening. An
‘age’ is a predetermined length of time that can and does get repeated as a ‘cycle’ in which God
achieves His purposes.

PLUTONIC AGE and THE WORLD AGE
It takes 26,000 years (25920 ... the zodiac, precessional cycle of the equinoxes or PLUTONIC

AGE) for our earth to rotate through the twelve constellation magnetic fields. Each time ‘our’ earth
completes an orbit in relation to the 12 constellations, we refer to it as a WORLD AGE and it has
done this FIVE times within the Plutonic age, each period being 5,125 years long.
(see APPENDIX  #1).

Each Plutonic world age breaks down into the twelve 2160-year-periods for one zodiac age
which covers the time it takes a reference point (say, a winter solstice ... also refer to illustration of
bicycle to follow) for our earth to move through each constellation age depicted for us in the Zodiac
(which means ‘the 12 signs’). The 12 constellations relate to the 12 sons (tribes) of Israel which
have respective influences (Psalm 19’s “rule”) on the earth. For example, remembering that God
named all the stars,  the age of TAURUS (the Bull) ...  in early bible times had bearing on the
sacrifices by the priests ... bulls were the major sacrifice which changed when the earth moved to
be under the influence of the Aries constellation ... a ram and in Abraham’s time, the sacrifice was a
ram. This age (timing) concluded with Jesus Christ being the Lamb of God. Then began the Church
age under the influence of Pisces (two fish) ... even the early Church used that sign of a fish to
mark their stand.

The Church age of Pisces is concluding and the kingdom age of Aquarius is currently
coming into full swing. The Aquarius heavenly design of stars is that of a man pouring out water
upon the earth. Prophesied by Jesus when He sent two disciples into a certain village to prepare
the last supper ... He said that they would see a man carrying a pitcher of water ... follow him and
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there prepare the feast. In the culture  of that time, it is very noteworthy that it was the work of only
women to carry water! God does have a many-membered man (-child) pouring out the water of
understanding in this hour. (The ‘water’ does not represent the Spirit as He was poured out a ways
back to enable us to come this far).

Our ‘world’ isn’t just happening without a predetermined purpose and plan. Creation has been
ongoing for aeons of time. Each progressive step comes to us as a cycle of events that are the
basis for our grasping God’s purpose in them. The heavens give us our timings ... a 24 hour day is
seen as the earth revolves 3600 on its axis — hence day and night. A year (Solar year) is the length
of time it takes for the earth to complete one revolution around the sun and that takes 365+ days.
Our sun and earth along with other planets and constellations are in a galaxy called ‘The Milky Way’
which also is on an elliptical path through the heavens. Cycles are the common base to all these
movements which are accurately timed for numerous reasons determined by the Creator.

Illustration: Imagine the picture of the very old bicycle called in England, ‘The Penny-
Farthing’ bicycle. [Then picture a large front wheel (the penny coin) and the rear wheel small (The
farthing)]. At the beginning of a journey both rims are marked where they touch the ground. The
small wheel rotates many more times than the larger one to bring the two marks together again. So
it is with the ‘world’ ages and the ‘plutonic’ age. These ages complete their respective cycles where
their ‘marks’ again line up in December 2012 where certain planets and stars line up in a unique
way producing combined magnetic influences upon the earth and what is on the earth... us!

EL OLAM ... THE GOD OF THE AGES. (Heb. 1:2)
(God) Hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom He hath appointed heir of all things, by Whom also He
made the worlds (Gk. AGES - ionos);
El Olam is one of the many, many names of God. Each name accentuates a special attribute of
God’s character, grace and purpose. ‘El Olam’ means ‘THE GOD OF THE AGES’. . . thus His special
interest is to oversee the out-working of Father’s plan for all ages. Every age — its content and its
duration — is a purposeful ‘piece of the jigsaw puzzle’ that builds into the complete picture of our
lives. Each piece has its appointed place and there are no pieces missing!.

El Olam is first unveiled to us with Abram after he became Abraham and received ‘the heir of
promise’. Abraham made a covenant at Beersheba (HB. THE WELL OF AN OATH) and ... (Genesis 21:33)
... called upon the name of the Lord, the everlasting God (= THE GOD OF ALL AGES). It was at the time when
heaven’s influence upon man was changing from the ‘bull’ of the constellation TAURUS to the ‘ram’
of constellation ARIES. From this time on the sacrifices given to God also changed to line up with
the heavens.  The age of Aries brought forth a new 2160 year (approx) age which culminated with
Jesus, the Lamb (Ram) being the supreme offering on our behalf.

(Isa. 40:28) Hast thou not known? Hast thou not heard, that the everlasting God (THE ELOHIM OF THE
AGES), the LORD, the Creator of the ends of the earth, faints not, neither is weary? There is no searching of his
understanding (one cannot get it unless He chooses to release it).
BEFORE ...  (Titus 1:2) In hope of eternal (Gk. age-abiding) life, which God, that cannot lie, promised before
the world began (Gk. before the ages of time);
Jesus Christ the same yesterday, today and for the ages (Heb. 13:8).

OUR AGE-ABIDING KING.  (Jer. 10:10) But the LORD is the true God, he is the living God, and an
EVERLASTING KING: at his wrath the earth shall tremble (earthquakes), and the nations shall not be able to abide
his indignation. By His Word spoken in royal authority will He destroy all the works of the wicked .... but
not the people!  An important aspect of the God within us concerns ‘ages’ ... don’t ignore any
promptings of wisdom that you just may receive.
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FUTURE AGES
(Eph.2:7) That in the ages to come (Note: not a vague unending time period but specific

foreordained times) He might show the exceeding riches of His grace in His kindness towards US through Christ
Jesus.  There are AGES to come of at least two to satisfy the plural word ‘ages’. This whole subject
of the constellations, stars, sun, moon and their emphasis and meanings is not something new to
those who study the whole Bible. Religion with its fear of anything ‘new’ has deterred Christians
from looking into such matters. “It’s new age!” is the cry often heard when something new is
presented! Fear can produce amazing changes in religious folks! However ... “It is a new age — a
brand new one”. Not a new earth, not a new universe but a new eon (AIONOS), as I trust you will
grasp via this investigative writing.

.
CHAPTER  5.
CONCERNING  CORPORATE NOAH

JESUS SAID: (Luke 17:26) AS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH so shall it be also in the days of the son of
man.  Todays fulfilment will fit the Noah pattern parable right on  ... in the spirit. Jesus Christ, the
second Adam came forth in one pair of sandals as the Incorruptible Seed and fulfilled His calling at
Calvary — dying as natural man so that we may live as spirit men. JESUS CHRIST, the Son of God
was the incorruptible Seed (1 Peter 2:21) sown into the ground to die that He abide not alone (John 12:24). Every
Seed brings forth after its kind ... CHRIST JESUS, the Son of Man in the image and likeness of God
became the corporate harvest (harvests are usually corporate) of the incorruptible Seed, the Word of God
(1 Peter. 1:23). It is not a coincidence that we are in the time of ‘The Feast of Tabernacles’ which is
the Feast of Harvest!

PARABLE OF NOAH ... very important! Jesus said that He would not speak or communicate
with His people except via a parable (Matt.13:34 and Psalm 78:2). Revelation supercedes
education which puts us all on the same footing. Hence we need the Holy Spirit of God to teach us
ALL things (John 14:26) which will continuously nudge out all of our own ideas!  Noah was
corporate for included in his name were his three sons and all four spouses ... all very much ‘on
board’! (1 Peter 3:20) ‘... in the longsuffering of God waited in the days of Noah , while the ark was being prepared,
wherein few, that is eight souls were saved by water’.

Noah was 600 years old when all this happened to him and those with him. The number 600
speaks of warfare*** ... he had battled the enemy of his carnal thinking and come through to being
labelled righteous by God. 600 = 2 X 300 ... the double portion (2) of complete victory (300) shows
us the calibre of this chosen vessel and any who are called and chosen at this crucial time, prior to
2012’s changes. *** Ref. http://www.christian-resources-today.com/biblical-meaning-of-numbers.html

Corporate Noah (all ‘8’ of them!) was CHOSEN to be the ‘bridge’ between the previous ‘world-
age’ and the then ‘new world age’ that followed the plan of glory laid out in the heavens (Psalm
19:1-3). This particular ‘old’ world-age culminated in 3114 BC by water marked in history and
archaeology by, that’s right, ‘Noah’s flood! Just as they bridged two ages, we are called to do
likewise — as in the days of Noah etc. (Luke 17).

The background to this momentous time was that the earth was full of violence, filth,
corruption ... in fact a real mess! So it is today. The flood and its effect was known by God .... well,
He planned it before time for nothing is hid from Him by the which He can never be taken by
surprise. He let ‘man’ go his own way until ‘enough is enough!’ Today is so much alike to the days of
Noah prior to the flood ... everything sacred and precious to the way of life God had planned has
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been corrupted ... families are hurting because of the change of values in relationships, religions
have become just about 100% controlled by man, entertainment is the ‘new god on the block’ and
truth is twisted out of all recognition even giving new meanings to common words. The
unacceptable has now become acceptable; men calling good evil — and evil things as good!

However God was real within Noah for the record states that he had found grace in God’s
eyes and was seen as righteous. His name means COMFORT or REST and thus from that stance he
would be able to hear God’s voice ... which he did. Stress was certainly not a part of his make-up.
He thus later became a part of Hebrew’s ‘Hall of Faith’ for we read, By faith Noah, (Heb. 11:7) being
warned of God of things not seen as yet, moved with fear (Gk. APPREHENSION COUPLED WITH TRUSt ... is faith),
prepared an ark to the saving of his house; by the which he condemned the world (KOSMOS — world’s ways,
conditions and expectations), and became heir (Gk. POSSESSOR i.e. in reality) of the righteousness which is by
faith. For Noah to move by faith, it was imperative for him to have heard God’s voice for faith comes by
hearing and hearing from the content of God’s mind. Take up your cross on which your natural reasoning is
nailed, and follow what I show you ... instruction from Jesus.

CHAPTER  6.
CONCERNING  ARK BUILDING

AN ARK IS BUILT ... No ‘magic’ wand ... It is built plank by plank! God’s method of cleaning
up all ‘flesh’ and carnality among mankind is to have ‘a man’ who has ears to hear build an ark ... a
secret place with the Most High.

A test of his faith came ‘front and centre’ — remember natural reasoning is the deadly enemy
of faith! “Build an ark for you and yours”. When one knows the voice of the Lord, even with what
one’s mind might say, one will still obey God, He initiates and brings to completion. “No problem,
Lord. What size do you have in mind?”

“Build it 300 cubits long ..... “Come again, Lord! How long?” ... “300 cubits” ... “But that is
longer than a football field!” ... “Yes, and Noah, make it 50 cubits wide and 30 cubits high!” (In our
present-day measurements, the length would be about 550 feet or 168 metres long). “What help do
I get, Lord?” ... “Your wife, your sons and their wives!”
“Lord, that is only eight people and Lord, this will take years and years!”  ... “That’s right Noah, so
you had better get started — and remember, we are partners!”

The construction of this ark that God required could only be a supernatural undertaking ... just
like us. For us it is not by might, nor by power but by My Spirit, says the Lord. What does this account-parable
unveil to us? Let us examine some of the detail God included in His Word for Noah’s situation and
see the application for this hour.  Every word can turn out to be important.

As Noah and his crew went to work, God worked with them or else the impossible would
never have been the Him-possible! Noah knew that he would never be told by God to do what was
not possible for God does not tease His people. The supplies were provided and assembled
supernaturally ... which went along with the specialized design for such a vessel that would float
and not capsize or break its back. Then to be enabled to obtain sufficient pitch (tar) to cover the
whole project obviously shows us that God’s input was right there. Putting the pitch (tar) on the
underside would have been quite a challenge even if the ark was up on blocks!
The task took 120 years to complete for it had rooms for the animals as well as three decks
(stories). A large entrance door at ground level and a small 1c x 1c window in the top. Even though
there must have been ventilation windows etc., God only emphasises for us the ‘door’ and the
‘window.
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120 years equates with the end of all flesh (120). The previous age had become very wicked
indeed. Debaucheries, deformities, chaos and godlessness were so paramount that God purposed
to cleanse the earth, removing the evil and establishing righteousness, the overflow of who Noah
was! How do you see yourself? You were ‘a sinner saved by grace’ but you are that no longer ... for
you are a saint set apart for your divine destiny. Do you know what your destiny really is?

Likewise in YOUR ‘ARK’ ... it is a vessel made of wood — a type of ‘flesh’ and this thinking is
to be covered all over with pitch or ‘ATONEMENT’ as the Hebrew meaning includes, so that no flesh is
seen ... now it will float.  Just as the cross had a purpose so does Noah’s ark and yours. Any part
not covered with the atoning work of Christ will cause your ark to sink and remain of the earth,
earthy. The door at ground level equates with the Feast of Passover where the Lamb of God, Jesus
the Christ was the ‘door’ that made the way for your return into relationship with your Father in
heaven. The three storeys equate with the three feasts that Israel would be commanded to
celebrate. From Passover (30-fold) where we all enter into the ark (cross) experience, we are
constantly being drawn and urged to climb higher; so up one floor or level, we experience the Feast
of Pentecost (60-fold) where we move higher in the spirit and the top floor represents the Feast of
Tabernacles (100-fold) of maturity, fulfilment destiny and so on.

It is simply amazing — God drew all the animals to Noah right on time and in the right order
as well the right quantity of each. Noah had the same authority over all creatures that Adam had ...
always appreciative but never fearful. The animals represent every aspect of your natural man ...
some parts of your character still need changing ... but, no worries, it all gets taken care of in God’s
planning.

We enter our ark taking with us every aspect of our character — tamed and untamed that
makes up our lifestyle along with our hopes and disappointments because we have a knowing deep
within that is what the Lord requires of us.

The new heavens and the new earth can only be seen by Noah through the window from the top
floor indicating that one will not get a clear picture of the new heavens and new earth in this hour if
one is not experiencing the Feast of Tabernacles in their lives plus the ever present desire for being
more like Him. The ark pictures for us that we are willing for that last part to be changed into His
image and likeness that we too will be heirs (Hb. POSSESSORS) of righteousness ... everything that
had life entered in through the door (Jesus Christ) but the only thing recorded leaving the ark apart
from the Noahs, was the two birds after the ark had travelled for a ‘cycle’ of about one year.

The dealings of the cross (ark) will complete the separating work of all one’s thoughts to
either being black as a raven which feeds on dead ‘flesh’ or pure white as a dove picturing for us
one spirit which expresses the reality of righteousness and full unblemished oneness.

CHAPTER  7.
THE ANCIENTS AND THEIR DISCOVERIES

STEP BACK AND MARVEL  Mayan greatness developed over many generations. Their
amazing expertise back then in the areas of astronomy, architecture, inventors of tools and
hieroglyphics accompanied by their being astute mathematicians and scientists ... all this without
the use of telescopes, electronic calculators and computers ... all their findings were meticulously
recorded on stones and cave walls and parchment — that was dedication and perseverance of the
highest calibre.

God said, I will show signs in the heavens (Joel 2:30) ... for some to read and understand presumably?.
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WHO BUT GOD could have moved upon the Mayans in central America in the time period
of 300 to 900 AD to accurately monitor the movement of the constellations in the heavens giving
them understanding of their importance ... spending years writing down their conclusions for a
generation somewhere in their future who might stumble upon their intricate work? The discovery of
the Mayan calendar, however, achieved one positive thing above all — that of getting the attention
of men in this time who had some understanding of their findings which unveil the cycle of times set
in motion by the Creator in the beginning for our benefit here on planet earth.

THE MAYAN CALENDAR compiled over many, many years records ages and times
accurately with predictions into the future by projecting these cycles but stop at December 21st.
2012. This amazing calendar was only superseded by our modern one brought to prominence by
Pope Gregory in 1582 AD (hence known as the Gregorian Calendar) but which didn’t address ‘the
end of time’ suggested by all the ancient sources.

The Chinese have ‘the end of time’ written in their old writing  called “I Ching” (which means
‘Book of Change) from 2800 BC. Similarly but much later (1100 AD onward records) the HOPI
PEOPLE (Claimed to be the oldest Native North American tribe) also have a unique contribution on
the subject of universal time. These ones said that four out of the five world ages within the Plutonic
Age have been completed and the fifth is about to be. These Hopi people were not clogged up with
religious imaginations and so they were able to hear from God the portion of His Great Plan that He
purposed them to record. One of their outstanding insights of the end of the age was that the
change would be preceded by upheavals to weather patterns which would induce floods, fires,
famines, earthquakes and so on. God is using such to get mankind’s attention that they may
discover their true identity and destiny. Only a remnant will see it at first whom the Bible refers to as
‘First-fruits’ or ‘Overcomers’. Where do you fit in?

WHO BUT GOD could have moved upon the Israelites back around 520 AD to create a
mosaic in the floor of the synagogue in Beth Alpha (near the valley of Jezreel) which comprised 22
stones (the same number as the letters in the Hebrew alphabet) engraved with a calendar
containing the twelve Zodiac details and signs — at a time when astrology held sway in their culture
(this discovery came to light in 1928 AD). The tower of Babel which we are told reached unto the
heavens had nothing to do with the supposed height of the structure but rather the full engravings
of the zodiacal heavens depicting the cycles within God’s plan of the ages that, when read correctly,
shows the steps needed to be taken in order to experience the heavenlies of the Spirit.

WHO BUT GOD could have moved upon the Aztecs in early Mexico who also tackled
formidable obstacles and somehow managed to record their similar astronomical calendar on a 20
tonne disc-like stone. This shows us that they had a conviction of what they had heard from God
and the discipline to persevere in the recording of it, chip by chip! This stone was hidden for years
until it was God’s time for it to be unearthed when the information given on it would confirm what
other ancients had received and recorded. (Bible principle — out of the mouth of two or three witnesses let
every word be established as truth.

These nations along with the Egyptians (who taught Moses) and the Chaldeans particularly
had understanding in the heavens from their full-time stargazers hence the timely arrival of the wise
men (astrologers) at the birth of Christ who followed His Star. These ones knew that the influences
from the constellations were strong enough to affect human lives and their decisions. The ocean
tides ‘come in’ and ‘go out’  in precise cycles of time — thanks to the Moon. All these manifestations
of God’s plan of the ages are recorded in widespread selective places without any modern
electronic means of communication. Step back and marvel and ask ‘Why?’.
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This whole subject of the constellations, stars, sun, moon and their emphasis and meanings
is not something new to those who study the whole Bible. Religion with its fear of anything ‘new’ has
deterred Christians from looking into such matters ... to these the earth is still flat! Such fear
caused the Spaniards, motivated by religious fervour and survival, to destroy all that they found
contrary to their brainwashed beliefs when conquering the region of central America in more recent
times of history.

The Mayans left the impression that they believed the beginning of time (not the universe)
was around 3114 BC which we now know as being the time of Noah’s flood which brought us a new
age which we are now in ... well, for another year or so!

CHAPTER  8.
CONCERNING CORPORATE NOAH ... EACH ONE IS CALLED AND CHOSEN

PREPARATION   Many are called and few are Chosen ... Noah heard from God unmistakably ...now
he could move by faith (Rom.10:17). These ones walking by faith obeying what they heard from God,
are no longer walking by sight or reason. Walking by faith produces champions and walking by sight
produces sceptics!

Noah was chosen out of his generation to do what the natural man very understandably
would say was impossible. The ARK took a long time to prepare.  (Prov. 4:5)  Get wisdom, get
understanding: forget it not; neither decline from the words of my mouth. (6)  Forsake her not, and she shall preserve
thee: love her, and she shall keep thee. (8)  Exalt her, and she shall promote thee: she shall bring thee to honour, when
thou dost embrace her. (9)  She shall give to thine head an ornament of grace: a crown of glory shall she deliver to thee.
This “wisdom-girl” is quite something! Wisdom is being saturated with the water of understanding as
it is poured out especially at this time which is why God set in the heavens the constellation of
Aquarius whose picture shows a ‘man’ is pouring water out of a pitcher onto the earth at this time
due to the fact that the earth is moving into line with this constellation.

The perseverance and dedication of Noah was supernaturally special. Out of all God’s people
on the planet at that time, God chose Noah! Why? His name means COMFORT or REST ... he never got
stressed for the Bible declares that he found grace when all around him people were in bondage to
some law or another, mostly of their own making, requiring performance for either liberty or reward!
1 Pet. 3:19  By which also he (Noah) went and preached unto the spirits in prison;  (Could this mean all the
unbelieving believers who were held  prisoner by their own stubborn thinking contrary to God’s?)
(20) Which sometime (earlier?) were disobedient, when once the longsuffering of God waited in the days of Noah,
while the ark was a preparing, wherein few, that is, eight (chosen) souls were saved by water. God has much
patience while He waits for us-Noah’s to build our respective arks.

Wake up sons! Creation is waiting for you to come forth into your fullest potential for they are
depending upon you.If you are truly awake, then you are in a postion of awaking others!

EACH 2012 NOAH WILL BE CALLED AND CHOSEN. Here are four separate short ‘words’
included which can be like an ‘entrance examination’ for this special assignment of personal ark-
building.

MANY ARE CALLED BUT FEW ARE CHOSEN . (Matthew 22:14).
Do you truly believe this? Called to what? To set creation free. Time for a recap. Stand fast in the

liberty you have gained from the vision that you have received from God. (Gal.5:1) Be not entangled
AGAIN with the yoke of binding religious brainwashings. Your true revelation of being called into sonship
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equates with being an overcomer and entering the Kingdom. The hope of mankind who are
groaning, waiting for the chosen ‘Gideon-Christ-300’ or the 2012 Noahs with this vision of sonship
to come forth in all His fullness. This recap is needed in this hour so one’s vision of the triumphant
conclusion to God’s plan for the ages culminating finally in God being all in all, does not dim. Being
chosen has nothing to do with individual salvation ... for all are redeemed. It is being chosen to be
the corporate, royal, priestly vehicle patterned for us in Christ Jesus through which God will restore,
order by order, all nations whom He has never ceased loving and accepting.

The many (Church) are called, but few (mature sons) are chosen ... and if chosen, then the
preparation work happens ... to the point where we cry, ‘I will not let You go until You change me.’ A recap
of basics follows...

MANY ARE CALLED BUT FEW ARE CHOSEN (Matthew 22:14).
A PEOPLE WITHIN A PEOPLE PRINCIPLE — for a desired end.
In the beginning of His-Story, God loved the world that was made up of many nations. Among these
nations was the nation of Israel which was chosen to be a kingdom of priests for the other nations.
(Exodus 19:5) Now therefore, if ye will obey my voice indeed, and keep my covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar
treasure unto me above all people: for all the earth is mine: Notice the ‘IF’ . . . conditions for being God’s
chosen ones. The conditions were simple — that of obeying His voice (which, of course, they had to
hear first) and keeping His Covenant. (6) And ye shall be unto me a kingdom of priests and an holy nation.
They, God’s chosen corporate “FIRST-BORN SON” then came to Mt. Sinai and failed to respond to
God ... they went their own way. Now God’s plan begins to unfold. Within the nation of Israel there
was a tribe of separated ones. Due to the failure of the holy-nation-priesthood, God chose this tribe
of Levi to be the restoring priests for Israel (Ex.32) and He called them HIS FIRST-BORN SON
(Num.8:16+18). Over the ensuing years the tribe of Levi failed too until the nation was rescued by
One chosen from another tribe ... Judah — Jesus The Christ — the only begotten SON of God.

MANY ARE CALLED BUT FEW ARE CHOSEN (Matthew 22:14).
A PEOPLE WITHIN A PEOPLE PRINCIPLE — according to His plan ... continued
The SON of GOD was God’s answer ... With no connections to the tribe of Levi, His SON was made
a priest after a different order — that of Melchisedec with a new qualification — resurrection (i.e.
endless life). Having paid fully for the failures of the old ways, this puts Him in a class whereby he
could be made (chosen as) a priest (Heb.7:15+16) — in fact He was the High Priest-King-Son of
this corporate order. Notice the decline due to failure. From a holy (separated) nation of priests... to
a tribe (or order) of priests ... to the new High Priest of a new order (tribe). Now comes the
restoration. From the provision of the High Priest, Christ-Jesus to a tribe (new order) of
Melchisedec priests to a holy nation of priests to ensure that the whole of creation gets restored.
JESUS CHRIST WAS/IS THE PATTERN-SON. If He had to be made a priest, so do we who are
called and chosen. We are not automatically a priest after this new order! You probably have heard
this phrase, ‘The priesthood of all believers’ ... that is the calling to your potential ... the many are called,
but to be a part of those who are chosen, one has to answer the call, surrender to it and believe for
all the qualifications of such a vision to be worked in one in the now.

MANY ARE CALLED, FEW ARE CHOSEN (Matthew 22:14).
A PEOPLE WITHIN A PEOPLE PRINCIPLE — for a triumphant conclusion.
God chose 300 to be with Gideon out of 32,000 called into the army of God. They were the priests
for the whole nation. Then there is the ‘tent within the tabernacle’ wherein was the glory. In Christ
{that’s us) God is bringing many (not everyone) huios-sons to glory. The fullness of His life via resurrection.
Then in Revelation 12, the king-priest-sons were birthed out (i.e.chosen) of the woman-Church
called for the purpose of being endued with the fullness of the Christ-life; thus equipped, these will
minister to the next ‘order’. Remember, every part of God’s plan is important ... just be sure that you
are called and chosen ... it will not amount to crowds of believers ... just a few like Gideon’s 300 ...
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which was certainly a few in relation to the whole army of 32,000 ... however, the victory was
obtained for all 32,000; a privileged calling indeed motivated by love and obedience. Do not try to
make someone who has not received a revelation to be a part of this first order. Leave them alone
and they will come home dragging their dead traditional beliefs behind them ... that’s what slows
them down and us likewise if we try to help them at this time! Stay focused and press towards the mark
of the high calling of God in Christ-Jesus (Phil.3:14).

CHAPTER  9.
ADAM’S ORIGINAL MANDATE LINES UP WITH NOAH’S.

When Adam who was a spirit man in full union with Father-God, failed in his relationship with
Him, he was transfigured ‘downwards’ and became aware of this present human-three-
dimensional realm of spirit, mind and body. The prototype of ‘upwards’ transfiguration has been
shown to us with Peter, James and John being taken up a high mountain apart (Matthew 17) for it
was needful that they be separated from the ‘valley-churchy-religious people’! For a moment these
three ‘chosen’ disciples experienced or saw into another world, another dimension, another
consciousness, another lifestyle, another glory. Their ‘high mountain apart’ was like a preview of our
anticipated Mount Ararat experience which is also a high mountain apart where Noah’s 8 stepped
into a new world (a new eon, age) made up of a new heavens and a new earth.
(Gen.1:26) And God said, Let us make man in our image (m. spirit), after our likeness (f. mind): and let them
(move as one and...) have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and
over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.

Having dominion is simply another way of declaring the ‘ruling and reigning’ principle which is
released from the overcomers.

This mandate was given to Adam (and Eve) before he (they) chose to be sustained by the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil — this also fits the description of the letter-word scriptures
... both have killing tendencies! (2 Cor.3:6). It was Adam in the image and likeness of his Father to
whom this command was given. Having been transfigured ‘downwards’ from being a spirit-man to a
living soul (human), he was no longer equipped to carry out the task. However, God’s original
mandate cannot be thrown away or ignored for God does not waste words!

Adam created in the image and likeness of God was in full communion with the Creator, His
Father. When that communication was replaced by Adam thinking from his earthy new brain, Adam
was changed from spirit being reality to human being. From Genesis 1:26 above, the ‘fish of the sea’
speaking of majority human thinking... the fowls of the air speak of the high airy-fairy ideas and
imaginations which can easily conjure up false anointings ...the cattle speak of the ‘tummy-god’! ...
not forgetting the idle thoughts and reactions.  Now that mandate is certainly a challenge in today’s
‘cosmos’!

Therefore this call (mandate) goes out to the mature sons of God (not children!) to come up
higher (transfiguration ‘upwards’) and from thence with a fully renewed mind along with the full
“real-I-zation” that, he that is joined to the Lord, is one spirit (1 Cor.6:19), go forth and replenish the earth
with the Christ-life fullness. This corporate second-Adam-Christ is thus equipped for this success.
The whole creation is waiting on tiptoe for these 2012-Noahs to come forth in all that previously lost
fullness. Amen!

REPLENISH THE EARTH
(Gen. 1:28)  And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and
subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth
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upon the earth.
(Gen. 9:1)  And God blessed Noah and his sons, and said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the

earth. The mandate given to Adam was basically the same as was renewed with Noah and his sons.
The original life-style of being one with God as spirit  ... what we have sometimes referred to as the
fourth dimension man. Adam failed and was lowered to the 3-dimensional man and found himself at
one with the earth. We have been exhorted to come up higher via the provision of the risen Christ
again to be fully equipped TO REPLENISH THE EARTH (MANKIND) WITH THE PURE
RIGHTEOUSNESS AND GRACE that , in our parable, was in Noah.

The ‘call’ goes out to the corporate second-Adam-Noah (Son of Man) to pick up the dropped
baton and finish the race moving into the 5th, dimension. [recap: 3-dimensional man is in the earth
realm thinking of today. When truly anointed in the in-part realm, he moves in the 4th. dimension.
When man returns to be fully in the spirit as a ‘spirit-man’, this then equates with the 5th
dimension].

CHAPTER  10.
PREPARATION UNDERSTANDINGS AND EQUIPMENT ... that of getting to know your

destiny and the available provision for the work ahead of seeing every man in his own order fully
restored in Father’s image and likeness; thus walking in the higher dimension and consciousness of
the supernatural Kingdom of God.

It is of prime importance that each one knows who they really are, which is possibly the exact
opposite of how the world would see it.  The general populace has been brainwashed by religion to
believe that they are going to hell unless they can live a good life! They do not have very much
success for it is impossible without a living relationship with their heavenly Father.

The Bible has been supernaturally compiled and kept through the centuries and the
confirming word of its 42 writers spread over a period of some 1500 years gives it a special
authority. Proven in principle to be constant and accurate with its message — despite man’s
unending effort to make it of no effect, it is still the unveiling of God Himself to His mankind. The
WORD (God) has within itself words that communicate who He is and His desires for all of
mankind. The Creator has shown Himself to be 100% in control of all things ... His foreknowledge
enables Him to say that all things work together for good and that He is not willing for any to perish. However a
certain amount of responsibility has been given to each; some learn that which is required of them
while others carry on oblivious of their destiny.

Brainwashings cause mankind to remain ignorant: God does not make it easy to receive
enlightenment for there is a constant pressing-in required. Through the first ‘Adam’, who was the
federal ‘head’ of natural humanity, brought condemnation and guilt to them without giving them the
opportunity to agree to such or not. All were included until the second ‘Adam’, Jesus Christ, was
sent by Father God to redeem all men and again without their permission! God really is just ... now
‘man’ can get ‘saved’ — all through his amazing grace.

TIME IS FOR MAN’S BENEFIT. God has had a plan all along. Time is for man’s benefit to
help him bring order out of his chaos. God does not need such for He is Spirit and is in the ‘now
which is without beginning and without end. Melchisedec Priests just pricked up their ears for that
sounded familiar to them and their calling!  All through history and the Bible in particular, His plan is
ever present for those who have ears to hear.  There are those He predestined to be leaders and
those He presdestined to be led ... both groups have the same standing with God. Kings are called
to lead and therefore cannot be ignorant of the  ’five WWWWW’s’ ... (the What, When Where, Why
and Who). All revelations point towards a glorious, triumphant conclusion to God’s great plan of the
ages the final stages of which will be brought to light by the Melchisedec Priesthood of King-Priests
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upon whose shoulders the government rests. The ‘Head’  of the Body of Christ (Jesus) has already
been birthed and is being followed by the shoulders of these kings. The shoulders are wide enough
to make the way straight forward for the rest of the Body to come forth fully manifesting the life of
the King of kings and Lord of lords. All will eventually see and experience that God is Love and will
know that God never fails ... this is the strength and authority of His peacemakers (Matt.5:9  Blessed
are the peacemakers: for they shall be called the children (Gk. HUIOS ... mature sons) of God.

Out of all the ‘members’ of Hebrews chapter eleven’s ‘Hall of Faith’, Jesus chose Noah on
whom to pattern His plan for the end of this age. Probably because Noah’s day bridged the old and
new ages of that time so it is an ideal pattern for our present time upon whom the end of the ages is come.
Noah was an overcomer ... Noah walked by faith ... he heard from Father and simply did what he heard
by nature and not under the heading of obedience like children are required to flow in.

Noah found grace (Gen.6:8) ... Noah was a just and perfect (Hb.= uprightly) man ... able to hear
the voice of God speaking details. ... thus he could be led of the spirit as a son of God. As an overcomer,
Noah received a double portion to go along with his mandate. Before the ark experience it was
impossible (in this present age) but in the age of the Kingdom of God, it will be the norm.

IF... at 2012’s end of the ages, it is everything as usual, why all this effort to add to our present
understanding? WITH UNDERSTANDING COMES SOME RESPONSIBILITY.  Who do we tell what
we have learned? Having information (mental agreement with it) will not in itself do you much good
until there is some wisdom added in ... then revelation follows which requires some action on our
behalf. Therefore it would be wise to be among like-minded folks who can have some positive
feedback ... in the mouth of two or three witnesses let every word be established.

JUDGMENT must come sooner or later for God is just, fair to everyone even to acquitting
some! After Judgment comes the VERDICT and after the verdict comes the SENTENCING. The
‘world’ and religion(s) seem to have taken that part of God’s prerogative into their own hands
consigning any or all who don’t walk their way (= verdict) to an endless torment (=sentencing) and
doing it all in the name of God who just happens to be Love, faithful and MERCY-FULL.... amazing,
don’t you think? However judgment is for all not ‘on board’ His Majesty’s ship ARK-ROYAL (which
just happens to have been an aircraft carrier with connections to the higher realm!!!) captained by
admirable Noah. YOUR ‘BOARDING-PASS’ IS SIMPLY THAT YOU HAVE JUDGED YOURSELF
... (1 Cor. 11:31)  For if we would judge ourselves, we should not be judged. When this happens, the
indwelling Christ-Spirit will see that you do not water-down His standard of righteousness for of
such qualities is the Kingdom of God ... it is also a peaceful and joyful operation!

IF... at 2012’s end of the ages, there is to be a cacophony of disasters and tragedies, how will
you react? Natural upheavals producing possible hardships such as hurricanes, flooding, tsunamis,
earthquakes, droughts and so on are for the purpose of getting man’s attention. ‘Rapture believers
will possibly be shaken and need a comforting word of truth which they will then be able to receive.
For you to help another onto ‘higher ground’, you have to be already there yourself! (1 Pet.3:15)  But
sanctify the Lord God in your hearts: and be ready always to give an answer to every man that asks you a reason of the
hope that is in you with meekness and fear: Questions will be asked for which we must needs have some
answers that bring peace.

IF...  at 2012’s end of the ages, world news is traumatic, again how will you react? You will
simply draw upon your experience of walking with the Father, hearing His voice within with no
thought of returning to the old ways of hoping that I heard from the Spirit. Each one out of that
personal relationship with our heavenly Father will move with divine knowledge that previously was
instilled into you by faith.
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THE POWER OF THE SPOKEN WORD
Jesus said that His words were spirit and they were life (John 6:63). A renowned researcher, author and
entrepreneur in Japan, Doctor Masaru Emoto, has discovered that water when frozen displays the
effect from whence the words came. The crystals can change their design (shape) when exposed to
differing words along with differing feelings. Words of peace, blessing and contentment affect the
crystals (molecular structure) and the result is a thing of beauty. By contrast words that are with
anger, cursing, unbelief  and discontentment produce crystals that are grotesque. Differing types of
music produce similar results. He also found that the words could be spoken from half way round
the earth and the results did not change.
(Romans 10:17)  So then faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the word of God. (18)  But I say, Have they not
heard? Yes verily, their sound went into all the earth, and their words unto the ends of the world. We are about 70%
water and words spoken to us have a changing effect. We are to speak into situations with belief
and feeling and the change will take place without being frozen to reveal such.

CHAPTER  11.
BEFORE THE ‘AFTERWARDS’.

(Matthew 5:5) Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth. The meek are very special folks and
could almost be called rare! They are teachable ... they will also desire to be led of the Spirit. They
will have no fear of anything new and are desiring to be always prepared with an answer to any that
ask them concerning ‘present truth’ which leads into future times. Understanding about ‘the
overcomers’ of Revelation, being those who actually receive the promises given, seeing all the
parables as a possible current ‘word’ to them and above all, not afraid to go ‘out on a limb’ with the
Lord. This is a part of the foundation on which our Father will build his purposes and plans.

In the first years of our marriage, I rarely read any type of book for I was very busy as a youth
leader in our Church. At a retreat, Phil Booth, the special speaker recommended a book called ‘The
Calvary Road’. In it Roy Hessian, the author challenged his readers ... ‘Are you a serpent or a
worm?’ The theme was one’s reactions. He pointed out that if you tread upon a snake, he will
immediately spring back and attack you whereas a worm just ‘takes it’. A factor to be included in
your ark preparation is that you will not defend yourself by attacking another .. for you are dead and your
life is hid with Christ in God (Col.3:3).

JOHN 2: 17-21. Then answered the Jews and said unto him, What sign showest thou unto us, seeing that
thou doest these things? (19) Jesus answered and said unto them, Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it
up. (20) Then said the Jews, Forty and six years was this temple in building, and wilt thou rear it up in three days? (21)
But he spoke of the temple of his body.

The number ‘46’ equates with ‘THE TEMPLE VOID OF THE SPIRIT’. It has been ‘46’ long years of
Church traditions eating away at faith until ‘they’ have just about accomplished a perfect
brainwashing ... BUT ... Jesus Christ via His provision  of death, burial, resurrection and ascension,
has brought such to nought and is replacing it with ever-increasing revelation of His life. The climax
of such will be to unveil Father’s full life ‘order by order’ through His corporate son, Christ Jesus —
Son of man in the image and likeness of God, on the earth at this time for that purpose declared so
very long ago. Now keep in mind this,   ‘as in the days of Noah, so shall it be in the days of the Son of man’.

MATTHEW CHAPTER 24 AND ‘US’ TODAY.  This chapter will sooner or later come up in our
dialogue. So let us look into this important prophetic word from the lips of Jesus. Are we to look for
a natural outcome? Was it all fulfilled in AD 70? ....or does it have a significant place in this hour?
Does  this discourse have a deeper scenario which includes seeing the natural and the spiritual.
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Could God be hiding certain insights for the first-fruits to unveil? I will add my comments and you
make the decision! Bear in mind that our Father has the plan which is unstoppable. We do the
changing.

(KJV). 1. And Jesus went out, and departed from the temple: and his disciples came to him for to show him the
buildings of the temple.  (every aspect of religious churchy beliefs called ‘traditions’. The Greek word
for ‘tradition’ has a (gematria) value of 666 and its varied man-made content is usually upheld by
people who have never tested its content by the Spirit of the Teacher (John 14:26)).
 2And Jesus said unto them, See ye not all these things? Verily I say unto you, There shall not be left here one stone
upon another (nothing man has built will remain), that shall not be thrown down.

THE COMING OF THE SON OF MAN , THE END OF THE AGE  AND NOAH ARE LINKED
 3And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things
be? And what shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world (the AGE)?
 4And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man deceive you.
 5For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many.  Remember ‘Christ’ now is
corporate.

First Command: SEE THAT YOU ARE NOT TROUBLED! ... This is an essential quality.
 6And ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not troubled: for all these things must come to pass, but
the end (of the age... v.4.) is not yet.
 7For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and
earthquakes, in divers places. (We’ve already experienced many such upheavals).
 8All these are the beginning of sorrows.
 9Then shall they deliver you up to be afflicted (ridiculed like Noah was), and shall kill you (make you
ineffective): and ye (genuine followers of Jesus) shall be hated of all nations for my name's sake.
 10And then shall many be offended, and shall betray one another, and shall hate one another.
 11And many false prophets (thinking they have a true anointing) shall rise, and shall deceive many.
 12And because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax cold. (spiritual despondency).
 13But he that shall endure unto the end (of this age ...see v.4 & 6), the same shall be saved (like Noah?)

THIS GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM
Let the Teacher make real to you that which is applied to the natural realm and that which is a

spiritual picture or parable.
14And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world (physical land) for a witness unto all nations; and
then shall the end come (of the age... v.4.).
 15When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place,
(whoso readeth, let him understand:) You will not understand unless you are in the 60-fold ‘Feast of
Pentecost’ second story. (refer to Page 18).

WHEN — THEN!
 16Then let them which be in Judaea flee into the mountains: (Do not remain in the lowlands of religion but
flee to a much higher place in the spirit).
 17Let him which is on the housetop not come down to take any thing out of his house: (Do not bring any relics of
your old religious days and thinking with you, they will only slow you down. There is a matter of
urgency created here; certainly no ‘things’ that have taken a priority with you including sentimental
knickknacks!).
 18Neither let him which is in the field return back to take his clothes. (anything to do with your old ‘church
covering!)
 19And woe unto them that are with child, and to them that give suck in those days!  (Babes who should have
been weaned will also slow you down. This is not the time to be involved with kindergarten for God
has provision for little ones).
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 20But pray ye that your flight be not in the winter, neither on the Sabbath day: (where you actually reside could
be important... remember the Lord PLACES His sons).
 21For then shall be great tribulation (the word ‘tribulation’ means PRESSURE ... POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, FINANCIAL

together with FAMILY PRESSURES), such as was not since the beginning of the world (Gk.kosmos) to this time, no,
nor ever shall be. (Spiritual diamonds too come from great pressure).

THE ELECT HAVE A CALLING UPON THEIR LIVES FOR THIS TIME.
 22And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect's sake those days shall
be shortened.
 23Then if any man shall say unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or there; believe it not.
 24For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets (kingdom builders with attractive man-conceived
revelations!), and shall show great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the very
elect. (the truly called sons).
 25Behold, I have told you before.
 26Wherefore if they shall say unto you, Behold, he is in the desert; go not forth: behold, he is in the secret chambers;
(only in ‘their’ exclusive group) believe it not.
 27For as the lightning comes out of the east, and shines even unto the west (pretty swift as well as the same
direction a new day arrives); so shall also the coming (parousia ... coming alongside...appearing) of the
Son of man be (the manifestation of the fullness of the Spirit of God).
 28For wheresoever the carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered together. (possible alternative pairings from
the Greek ... carcase and vultures ... or ... eagles and Body ...I like the latter one best).
 29Immediately after the tribulation of those days (v.21) shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her light
(full eclipse), and the stars shall fall from heaven ( they will appear to change their locations as viewed
from earth), and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken: (present natural magnetic influences/powers
will have a different effect upon the earth causing the winds to be different and especially weather
patterns will change).
 30And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they
shall see (the invisible will become visible) the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great
glory (this great cloud of witnesses from Hebrews 12 are joining company with these chosen ‘sons’).
 31And he shall send his angels (messengers) with a great sound of a trumpet, and they shall gather together his
elect (chosen) from the four winds, from one end of heaven to the other (from varying levels of experience of
being led by the spirit).
 32Now learn a parable of the fig tree; When his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye know that summer is
nigh: (observe all the signs).
 33So likewise ye, when ye shall see all these things, know that it (the end of the age) is near, even at the doors.
 34Verily I say unto you, This generation (the 42nd, generation from Matthew 1:16-17) shall not pass, till all
these things be fulfilled.
 35 (The present view of the heaven and earth) Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass
away.
 36But of that day and hour knoweth no man (Is it because it is a process over a short period of time? ...
Well, we don’t know, do we?), no, not the angels of heaven, but our Father only.

AS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH
 37But (Here comes the exception ... so watch carefully) as the days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of
the Son of man be.
 38For as in the days (plural ‘days’, extended time) that were before the flood they (the ignorant folks carrying
on as normal) were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage (current conditions — then and
now!), until the day (singular ‘day’ signifying a specific time) that Noah entered into the ark,

THEY ENTERED THE ARK BEFORE IT RAINED!
 39And knew not until the flood came, and took them all away (unbelief and unbelievers and left the believing-
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believers); so (pattern of Noah fulfilled in the spirit) shall also the coming of the Son of man be.
 40Then shall two be in the field; the one shall be taken, and the other left (many are called and few chosen).
 41Two women shall be grinding at the mill; the one shall be taken, and the other left (separation will occur).
 42Watch therefore: for ye know not what hour your (this shows a genuine personal relationship) Lord doth
come.

EARLIER PREPARATIONS
 43But know this, that if the goodman of the house had known in what watch the thief would come, he would have
watched, and would not have suffered his house to be broken up.
 44Therefore be ye also ready: for in such an hour as ye think not the Son of man cometh.
 45Who then is a faithful and wise servant (Pastor or Leader), whom his lord hath made ruler over his household, to
give them meat in due season? (establishing Father’s household in present truth of the Kingdom of God).
 46Blessed is that servant (ministry), whom his lord when he cometh shall find so doing.

RULERS ARE CHOSEN BY MERIT
 47Verily I say unto you, That he shall make him ruler over all his goods (refer to parables from Jesus
concerning the talents (Matth. 25:14-) and the pounds (Luke 19:12-)).
 48But and if that evil servant (self-satisfied ... probably a sceptic!) shall say in his heart, My lord delayeth his
coming;
 49And shall begin to smite (criticize) his fellowservants (other ministries), and to eat and drink with the drunken;
(drunk with traditions of religious men).
 50The lord of that servant shall come in a day when he looketh not for him, and in an hour that he is not aware of,
 51And shall cut him asunder, and appoint him his portion with the hypocrites (Those purposing to be what they
are not): there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth (regret ... a bit late).

CHAPTER  12.
PROPHECY OF ENCOURAGEMENT FOR NOW ...
What a glorious conclusion; I see the whole picture come together with any pieces that did

not fit, discarded ... plus all missing pieces found and a shout of victory comes out of my innermost
being followed by a song rising up within. I hear a clear and pure sound coming forth and joining
with a myriad other voices in song from every corner of the earth ... one pure sound of praise and
wonder.

What a privilege to be part of that one amazing choir singing in all their different places and
languages and  styles of music ... all making one glorious sound coming forth and echoing through
every depth and height. What a privilege to see hands stretched out in wonder —  to see eyes
opened to see the lights coming on from all over the earth as understanding dawns on all men. And
the wonder, power and might from the Father, the Creator of all standing with His hands
outstretched including all men proving that His mercy endures to all generations; to see all men
falling to their knees in adoration and worship as they recognize the greatness of God ... of who He
is. One King and Lord of all as His name goes forth in power and glory in every living temple. Jesus,
Lord of lords ... Jesus, King of kings ... Jesus, Saviour of all. One triumphant song of glory and
majesty ... one family with one voice ... the whole creation restored ... nothing lost. Amen and
Amen.”

In this conclusion which is the same as a new beginning wherein there is no more night for
the Sun of Righteousness made up of zillions of little lights shining forth as one light of the world.

PROVEN —  FAITH OR FEAR?
The challenges of faith expand more and more as we look at all the expectations now ... but
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as we come up to ‘graduation’, we will take them all ‘in our stride’. You have attended the ‘school of
faith’ and now it is time for ‘the finals’ ... the tests to see just how much reality is in your walk! If it is
not of faith, then you will find some fear lurking in the background!

It comes down to this ... HOW DO YOU PERCEIVE DEATH?  Something to fear and dread?
...or like Paul of old, (2 Cor. 5:1) For we know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have
a building of God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.   (2 Cor. 5:8)  We are confident, I say, and
willing rather to be absent from the body, and to be present with the Lord.

CAN YOU OR WILL YOU CHANGE YOUR RESPONSE TO 2012?
Fear comes from not knowing and faith comes by believing what you have been told by God. Prove
all things and choose the good. Without being aware of the choices, one cannot choose!

CHANGE
The kingdom** of this world (Gk.kosmos) are become the kingdom** of our Lord and of His Christ

(Rev.11:15). There have been countless dynasties or kingdoms that have tried to bring forth life that
truly met the full needs of their peoples. Some were quite ancient while others will appear in our
more modern history books. The ancient ones would cover Egypt, China, Rome and Babylon. All
these had offshoots that relocated but the result was the same ... none were able to meet the inbuilt
cries of the people. These dynasties (kingdoms) make up the peoples of the world (kosmos) and
they have all failed and mostly passed into history, but the kingdom of God is coming forth and shall
not fail but bring all peoples into a true oneness that God is.   ** Singular in the Greek.

(2 Peter 2:5) And spared not the old world, but saved Noah the eighth person, a preacher of righteousness,
bringing in the flood upon the world of the ungodly; The change involved in entering a new age was twofold;
the world (Gk. Kosmos) of man’s thinking and ways would be swamped and removed to allow the
kingdom of God’s thinking to come forth ... the eight of Noah bringing in a kingdom of peace,
righteousness and joy in the Holy Spirit.

SEEK — Strive after ... search it out.  This requires conscious effort as we remain teachable and of
a gentle spirit ... in discussion, Yes; but in argument, No! (Zeph. 2:3) Seek ye the LORD, all ye meek of
the earth, which have wrought his judgment; seek righteousness, seek meekness (teachableness): it may be ye shall
be hid in the day of the LORD’s anger. (Zeph 3:8) Therefore wait ye upon me, says the LORD, until the day that I rise
up to the prey: for my determination is to gather the nations, that I may assemble the kingdoms (of this world), to pour
upon them mine indignation, even all my fierce anger: for all the earth shall be devoured with the fire of my jealousy.

The MEEK includes all those who acknowledge that THEIR answer to any crisis does not
come first until they know in experience that they are one with Father’s thinking.

SEEK the Lord ... seek right living as seen from God’s point of view! Be found in ‘the secret place
of El Elyon’. The more one seeks some one or something, the closer the relationship develops. God is
in the changing business and that happens within each ... every man in his own order. God will not
annihilate the world’s kingdoms but rather change them and place them all ‘under new
management!’ All the earth is included in God’s program. (Rev.11:15) And the seventh angel sounded;
and there were great voices in heaven, saying, The kingdoms of this world (KOSMOS) are become the kingdoms of our
Lord, and of his Christ; and he shall reign forever and ever (Gk. AGE OF THE AGES ... future).

BY FAITH  — the faith that comes by hearing the word and the word comesfrom the Lord. (Heb.11:7) By faith
Noah, being warned of God of things not seen as yet, moved with fear (awe — fearful of missing God), prepared
an ark to the saving of his house; by the which he condemned the world (Gk. Kosmos ... the world’s way of
acting and reacting), and became heir of the righteousness which is by faith. The reality of righteousness will
not fully be seen while the world’s reasonings remain paramount. This can be seen in our reactions
— particularly regarding things new!
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Noah must have been fully overwhelmed by that which he had heard from God and at the
prospect of building such an ark — let alone designing it to actually float! — but Noah believed God
would enable him to complete the ark and complete His purposes ... if not why start the project?
God supernaturally moved with Noah to accomplish what man would have said was impossible.
Just imagine the impossible task before Noah concerning the amount of ‘pitch’ he would need, the
collecting of it, heating of it prior to application on such a huge area. All of this in every step was ‘by
faith’ in the Source, When you truly hear from the Lord, you do not need to seek confirmations from
friends or ministry! On the road to this confidence, the Lord will Himself confirm a word to you.

Democratic order (KOSMOS) is the majority vote of the people and, depending upon where
one is located and the influences of one’s upbringing, can be as varied as the weather. By contrast,
theocratic  leadership is when God speaks into a situation (and it is not up for debate!) and His
input is closely followed. In this present age there have been many such happenings ... some
glossed over while others recorded with great care ... all due to the people seeking the Lord.

In Acts 2 some 120 disciples came together in one place motivated by fear, and God moved
supernaturally (Can He move in any other way?) meeting with them, changing them and
empowering them. It was through them that the Church Age was birthed with all its ways and
thinking so different to their old ways of thinking — their traditions which they thought were so
important! The foundation of change has been enhanced with some dynamic building that has
brought us to this day ... not without mistakes but always with a desire to hear God’s voice and
willing to obey motivated by genuine love. As 2012 approaches for any called to be leaders, there
will be in their resumé a clear testimony of being led of the Spirit of God.

CORPORATE PRAYER OF ONE VOICE brings changes. The ‘miracle of Dunkirk in 1940
happened after an unprecedented number of people in England (etc.) stopped their own programs
for the day and prayed to God for deliverance. This corporate voice of oneness seeking God
opened the situation up for God’s intervention. Why is it people in general wait until an impossible
calamity is ‘on their doorstep’ before looking to our heavenly Father and His care and deliverance?
Does it have to be thus to activate our moving forward or even moving together as one body, one
voice?

“NOAH, COME INTO THE ARK” ... WHY? You cannot do it alone! The Lord was already inside the
ark He had co-built with Noah. Except the Lord build the house we labour in vain who build ...learn this
principle again! The Genesis account records this instruction of ‘come’ ... Where was God when He
spoke it? He did not impersonally say, ‘Go into the Ark’ ... He was there then and He is ‘there’ (here)
now!

JUDGE YOURSELVES NOW OR BE JUDGED.
The ‘old’ (present) way of life of the world is wicked, self-centred and will be destroyed just as in the
‘days of Noah’. The water of God’s words will drown it out. However we are further challenged as
God said that He would not destroy the earth again with water as in a flood. So ...how will He do it?
Through His first-born sons caught up to Father’s throne ... the corporate manchild of Rev. 12.
These adopted sons (not babes or children) will obtain the victory of complete deliverance with their
double-portion and it is primarily for others ... having removed the beam out of their own eyes.

BECAUSE OF NO FEAR ... (Psalm 91:1)  He that dwells in the secret place of the most High shall abide
under the shadow of the Almighty. (2)  I will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my fortress: my God; in him will I
trust. (3)  Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence. (4)  He shall cover
thee with his feathers, and under his wings shalt thou trust: his truth shall be thy shield and buckler. (5)  Thou shalt not
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be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flies by day; (6)  Nor for the pestilence that walks in darkness; nor
for the destruction that wastes at noonday. (7)  A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand; but it
shall not come nigh thee. (8)  Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the reward of the wicked.

BECAUSE OF NO LACK ... (9)...  thou hast made the LORD, which is my refuge, even the most High, thy
habitation; (10)  There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague come nigh thy dwelling. (11)  For he shall give
his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways. (12)  They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy
foot against a stone. (13)  Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder: the young lion and the dragon shalt thou trample
under feet, (14)  Because he has set his love upon me, therefore will I deliver him: I will set him on high, because he has
known my name. (15)  He shall call upon me, and I will answer him: I will be with him in trouble; I will deliver him, and
honour him. (16)  With long life will I satisfy him, and show him my salvation.

THE SWEET SAVOUR ... (Gen. 8:21)  And the LORD smelled a sweet savour; and the LORD said in his
heart, I will not again curse the ground any more for man’s sake; for the imagination of man’s heart is evil from his youth;
neither will I again smite any more every thing living, as I have done. (22)  While the earth remains, seedtime and
harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day and night shall not cease.

This statement from God shows that a ‘gloom and doom’ outlook totally ignores the
word of the Lord!  ‘Every living thing’ covers everything of creation for God put Himself into
everything that He created. The very name of God ...YHVH (the tetragrammaton for Yahweh) in
conjunction with the gematria equate with the symbols in the Periodic Table of Elements for
Oxygen, Hydrogen and Nitrogen and science confirms that there is no tangible item on this planet
that does not contain these three elements. His greatest treasure is mankind. It is essential, then,
that the mandate that God gave to Adam in the beginning be fulfilled ... so the Spirit of God in this
man(kind) must be activated on the lines of restoration. In this responsibility, man is well able to
move in the Divine nature for, the things that I do, said Jesus, you will do and greater. Jesus as the Pattern
Son, came to an area of our planet called Palestine. By contrast, the greater is before us and the
Palestine of old has expanded into restoring the whole world and all on it. Remember, JESUS IS
THE SEED-PATTERN-SON and we are the harvest.

During the years of our preparation — knowing ALL things work together for the good of God’s
overriding purposes — He brought across our path a book by Dr. Paul Pearsal who is a heart
specialist and also a researcher in the subject of the heart. He and his team discovered that the
magnetic energy from the heart is 5,000 times stronger than that of the brain/head. The Bible
declares that (Prov. 4:23) Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life.  The word ‘issues’
in Hebrew = SOURCE, DELIVERANCE according to Strong’s. All FEELINGS come from the heart while
OPINIONS from facts come from the reasoning brain or mind. If two or three agree as touching anything, it
shall come to pass. One ‘touches’ something from the heart. All the equipment given to these 2012-
Noahs in preparation stems from the heart ... another recap here will not come amiss ... love,
acceptance, forgiveness, thankfulness, peacemaking abilities, understanding by faith (as compared
to just mental agreement) .... all of these characteristics must operate in the called out ones — the
2012 Noahs! Just like a natural father watches over his children is, of course, how our heavenly
Father watches over all His children ... for you are all children of the Most High (Ps.86:6).

The ‘two or three’ speaks of the principle of corporateness of the body of Christ with His one
voice. The ‘voice of the Lord’ will change current conditions (weather included) for individuals as well
as nations (ref. Psalm 29). The walls of Jericho responded to a single corporate trumpet+voice and
collapsed.

If we can respond to the ‘call of the kingdom’ and so tune into the Spirit of God in each other
and declare His thoughts .... then His ways will result. God is relying on us to so surrender our own
thoughts and plans, which usually tend to being self-centred, ... truly the mark of an overcomer
saint is Not my will be done, but Thine, O Lord. ‘Ego’ has made her final exit.
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MAGNETIC ENERGY’S INFLUENCE
(Isaiah 24:1) Behold, the LORD maketh the earth empty, and maketh it waste, and turneth it upside down, and

scattereth abroad the inhabitants thereof. Does this reference refer to the magnetic pole shift  to reflect the
similar magnetic pole shift on the sun?

The planet earth is held in its designated place in the universe, in space by the magnetic forces/
influences from near and far. That too is how a compass works. (Gen. 1:16)  And God made two great
lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also. It is easy to see
some of the many effects that the sun and moon have on the earth — both towards the physical
earth, but also upon the inhabitants of the earth ... God’s mankind. The heavens declaring the glory
of God can readily be equated with the ‘voice of the Lord’. Psalm 29 speaks much of the ‘voice of the
Lord’ .... reproduction cycles are affected by the heavens .... weather patterns are altered by the
heavens.

The magnetic influences carrying the nature of their actual names from the constellations
affect respectively those born at that time. Do not associate such descriptions as horoscopes of the
press conjured up by prognosticators who, with a mixture of understanding of the heavens and their
individual imaginations, gain a following ... but just where are they going? For there to be a
counterfeit there needs be the genuine article.

All influences are picked up by the heart whose own spiritual energy are the greatest there in
your body. Add into this the electromagnetic energy from your heart; the fact that your intense
FEELINGS are determined also by your heart and are centred in your heart’s intelligence as
compared to opinions centred in your head go towards change. The increased release of the
accomplishing energy coming from the intense feelings ... for out of the heart are the issues of life
... brings the desired change which we call ‘answers to prayer’.

PROPOSITION: Let us follow God’s input which overshadows ours’. (Deut. 32:30)  How should
one chase a thousand, and two put ten thousand to flight, except their Rock had sold them, and the LORD had shut
them up?  ... a temporary prisoner to their situations orchestrated by the Creator.

Look at God’s mathematics ... ONE deals with a 1000 ... TWO deal with 10,000 ...  FOUR
deal with 100,000 .... EIGHT deals with 1,000,000 ... SIXTEEN deals with .... lots, and so on!  The
declarations or the voice of the Lord are corporate, destroying the effect of the multitude of voices
speaking from reason (misguided) and bringing deliverance by changing the outcomes predicted.
This present and evil cosmos has been brought about from all the negative, fearful, self-centred
and degrading words spoken through the centuries bringing a build-up of intensity.

These confident with-faith-declarations are found in a high place apart, for it is from thence
that the saviours (Hb. deliverers) will come (Obadiah 21). God moves upon the abundance of the many
hearts by multiplying their energy output to swallow up the negative effects of man’s conclusions,
fears and unbelief.

(Luke 6:45) ... for of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaks. Remember God is Word ... His Son Christ
Jesus is word ... His word is expressed corporately and all achieve His purposes right on time.

(Matt.18:19) Again I say unto you, That if two of you shall agree on earth as touching ANY THING that they
shall ask, it shall be done for them of my Father which is in heaven.
(Lev. 26:8) And five of you shall chase a hundred, and a hundred of you shall put ten thousand to flight: and your
enemies shall fall before you by the sword.

This present age will conclude by the word of the Lord that proceeds out of His mouth which
is found in His body!  The people are not destroyed, but rather, the effects of their idle words that
did not originate in the heart of God.... We know that Christ dwells in the heart of believers by faith
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for they have activated His voice within whilst the unbelievers have not yet had their eyes opened to
see who they really are!

OUR INDIVIDUAL CHOICES MERGE INTO ONE CORPORATE RESPONSE TO WHAT
IS BEFORE US. IT IS THUS THAT WE CAN CHANGE THE ‘GLOOM AND DOOM’
PROPHESIED OR EVEN CALCULATED, OF WHAT ‘THEY’ THINK IS COMING UPON
US.

I wonder how true this is — that old PROPHESIES recorded for us in the Bible and
other ancient religious writings as PREDICTIONS present  us with POSSIBILITIES
and therefore CHALLENGES???

‘The Bible Code’ by Michael Drosnin unveils a real picture of calamity that is ahead of us as
we enter the new world age. However, by reading a little further, a positive note surfaces which truly
fulfils what Isaiah declared by the Spirit for a ‘day’ well ahead of his time.

(Isa. 29:18) And in that day (of apparent gloom) shall the deaf (none so deaf as those who don’t
want to hear!) hear the words of the book, and the eyes of the blind shall see out of obscurity (little nobodies
living in unknown places), and out of darkness (ignorance).

(Isa. 35:7) And the parched ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty land springs of water: in the habitation
of dragons, where each lay, shall be grass with reeds and rushes. (8) And a highway shall be there, and a way, and it
shall be called The way of holiness; the unclean shall not pass over it; but it shall be for those: the wayfaring men,
though fools, shall not err therein. When you are confronted with the highway of holiness, there will be no
hesitations!

Is it possible that God’s people can get together in the Spirit and become one voice? It starts
to become a reality with a few who will see the Lord give increase.

The single VOICE OF THE LORD is a corporate voice making it have a wide effect that will
control or change situations. Read Psalm 29 where the ‘voice of the Lord’ is able to do so much. So,
the emphasis now is to move increasingly with that voice which expresses the mind of Christ ... the
ONE voice of many waters.

(Jer. 3:14) Turn, O backsliding children, saith the LORD; for I am married unto you: and I will take you one of a
city, and two of a family, and I will bring you to Zion:  This opens up the challenge ... are you in the right
place? — being where the Lord has placed you, sons, are you proceeding in your apprenticeship to
be the voice of authority and change?

(Zeph. 2:3) Seek ye the LORD, all ye meek of the earth, which have wrought his judgment; seek
righteousness, seek meekness (teachableness): it may be ye shall be hid in the day of the LORD’s anger. In Noah’s
day the situation appeared ghastly and then we saw God was saying, ‘Enough is enough! Time for
cleanup!’

WHAT IF POSITIVE THINGS HAPPEN? ... Will you broadcast such good news?
WHAT IF NEGATIVE THINGS HAPPEN? ... Will you speak to change their effect?

SOLAR FLARES, SUNSPOTS release SOLAR WINDS of great intensity and large amounts
of magnetic particles are spun off towards the earth and being we are only 93,000,000 miles from
the sun (quite close in relation to space distances), it affects our expected way of life. Planet earth
has a protective magnetic shield aura which, because of the change in earth’s polarity, has
becomes less effective in defending against these cosmic attacks. This results in adverse weather
patterns with many extremes being included on all ‘fronts’.
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According to public figure Jesse Ventura (Governot of Minnesota 1999-2003) on the TV
program ‘Conspiracy Theory’, NASA and the US Government are well aware of this situation and
the expected changes in the near future. Secret (to the average citizen) underground fully equipped
bunkers have been and are being constructed away from the coastline. Who for? Why the elite of
course! Someone has to look after the earth after the upheavals level out. The present elite or the
saints of the Most High?

Is this not their idea of an ‘ark’ without calling it that? While they pursue their natural, selfish
and mostly futile efforts, what is our response or action?  Time for us to read psalm 91 again ... see
page 30.  Still not sure of your full extent of believing God? Read psalm 23. It is time to seek the
Lord in a real way and not by religious format or rote.

I do not know the answers to all my questions, but one thing I do know and that is my times are
in Thy hand O Lord (Psalm 31:15).

There is an expectation that the magnetic POLES OF THE SUN will flip for this phenomena
occurs every 11 years according to scientists. The next occurrence is in 2012 ... nothing to be
concerned about except that at the same time the magnet field surrounding the earth is decreasing
steadily. This protective field keeps back the harmful rays of the sun from scorching the earth. All
electronic communications will be completely disrupted. Scientists at NASA are monitoring carefully
the possible effect this transition will bring.

When a pole-shift on earth actually takes place, the axis and the magnetism of the poles will
change. The north pole will take on a negative magnetic charge while the south poles takes on a
positive magnetic charge. Earth’s rotation could change also ... Wow!  The cataclysmic effects could
be devastating. It has been likened to the way water would slosh in a bucket if the bucket suddenly
changed its spinning direction!

Maybe the dividing of the Red Sea during Israel’s departure from Egypt was caused by such
a wind? Maybe the ark’s journey too was controlled by a great wind?

THY WILL BE DONE ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN. The heavenly spirit life of God
becomes the only life seen on the earth. God’s original plan!

CHAPTER  13.
A NEW AGE BRINGING A NEW BEGINNING which will touch every man.

The ark has settled on ‘a high mountain apart’ and no one has been here before! It is time to
exit from the secret place as the new cycle of years making up a world age begins. This new life is
to be lived out as normal. You are in a higher dimension of consciousness or awareness of things in
the spirit realm which some call, ‘the 5th dimension! Your relationship of fullness with Father God will
be a continuous reality as you experience your new heavens and new earth simply expressing Him
without any restriction. Faith was needed to enter the ark’s secret place, but a simple knowing will
bring you out completely engulfed in righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit thus fulfilling
the initial word of peace and goodwill to all men.

“World, listen up! This is my corporate son in whom I am well pleased, hear Him”.

The old order of hierarchy, fivefold ministry, coverings, anointed giftings are all of the valley
and are no longer applicable — they were of the inpart realm and back then, they were great but
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that ‘bed’ is too short for a man to stretch himself on (Isaiah 28:20)... this corporate man has matured and
grown but the bed remained the same. The need for large meetings has passed for the called-out
and chosen will be every word and every action will become Father’s will. By the word that proceeds
from Father’s mouth as fire, will He thoroughly restore and start the new beginning. Just a few can
change a nation — a kingdom of this world can come under new management experiencing a new
order!

Along the way a word decreed will accomplish vast changes of understanding, healing,
deliverance and so on. NOTE THIS: In prayer one beseeches God to intervene; this progresses to
decreeing the answer from the delegated authority given to the sons. Jesus was the prototype of
such a walk of fullness. The things I do, shall you do also. (John 14:12) Verily, verily, I say unto you, He
that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater works than these shall he do; because I go unto
my Father. (delegated authority). (13) And whatsoever ye shall ask in my name **(when fully immersed in My
nature & character), that will I do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son (in His corporate Son).
** BEAR IN MIND, TO DO WHAT JESUS DID, YOU WILL NEED THE FULL CHARACTER, NATURE AND RESOURCES THAT HE DISPLAYED ... A PART OF THE

ADOPTION CEREMONY OF FIRST-BORN SONS. The Greek word for ‘adoption’ means the placing of a mature son
and has nothing to do with orphans being adopted which is the modern meaning of the word.

Father’s will that constitutes His plan covering all men, will be decreed with His wisdom upon
every situation worldwide in due time. Every man in his own order shows that  change will not
necessarily be instantaneous but progressive. God is Word ... My words they are spirit and they are life
(John 6:63).... in fact every idle word is creative too!  Judgment is given to the saints (separated from ego
unto Father fully) of the Most High. All idle words spoken in times past will be, if deemed necessary,
recalled from the spirit realm where such are stored. Relationships — family, local, political and
national will become expressions of grace showing forth the same attributes that Father has and
that Jesus proclaimed. Every blockage from acknowledging our Father from being King of kings and
Lord of lords will be gone.

THOUGHT AND EMOTION PRODUCE FEELING, AND THAT FEELING PRODUCES THE
TRANSFORMING ENERGY THAT AFFECTS OUR WORLD.  AS WE CHANGE THE FOCUS AND
EMPHASIS OF OUR FEELINGS, WE ENHANCE THE POWER OF THE ENSUING ENERGY,
THUS AFFECTING AND SHIFTING PATTERNS OF OUR OUTER WORLD.

WE THUS PARTICIPATE IN THE OUTCOME OF GLOBAL EVENTS, HEALTH IN OUR
BODIES, AND THE QUALITY OF OUR RELATIONSHIPS.
THE NEW BEGINNING: Not the old polished up ...   8 persons in the Ark by Invitation ... Called and
Chosen ... Being the Bridge between Ages.  Restoration of spirit-man-life not the restoration of a
caveman lifestyle!

REPLENISHING THE EARTH
Notice all the ‘and’s in the following: (Gen. 9:1)  And God blessed Noah and his sons, and said unto them, Be
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth. (Gen. 1:28)  And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful,
and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the
air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.

The ‘8’ of Noah’s day signifies those called and chosen folk who entered a ‘new beginning’ in a
new world incorporating resurrection life as a norm ... yes a ‘new world order’ of God’s design that
we are being led into! We have not walked this way before. This new world order (age) is the real
one, not the one advertised on the back of the U.S. one dollar treasury note!

THE NEXT AGE or NEW WORLD AGE is an age of RESTORATION
AN AGE OF GRACE FOR IT IS THE KINGDOM AGE of righteousness, peace and joy in the
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Spirit of God. The mandate given to Adam was to have dominion over all living creatures as he
expressed God who is Love. This calling was lost as Adam failed and sinned and experienced a
negative transfiguration from being a spirit-man and becoming a human.
Those that bridge the gap between this present age and the age to come will experience
transfiguration — positive. Thus RESTORED, this second (corporate) Adam in the image and
likeness of God will fulfil the original mandate from God. The Age of Restoration and Victory via the
first-fruits who know they are thus called, will see Old things pass away, all things become new . The timing
of this spiritual understanding coming from the ‘water’ being poured out on the earth ... the parable
of Aqarius (see previously) plus never losing the fact that ‘Kings who orchestrate this are not
ignorant’. They know what each part is to be restored to ... such awareness is in the mind of Christ
now being released from within.

When Noah entered  into the ark, his view of the heavens was limited; when he exited the ark,
his view of the heavens was different ... or was it, his understanding of what he now saw was
different? Then we add in John on Patmos with his vision of . . . we get more questions that we do
not yet know the answer to.

NO MORE SEA!!!!!!!
(Rev. 21:1)  And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away; and
there was no more sea. There is so much that we do not fully grasp as yet ... but we will . . .

I  WONDER ???
(Psalm 104:1)  Bless the LORD, O my soul. O LORD my God, thou art very great; thou art clothed with honour

and majesty. (2)  Who coverest thyself with light as with a garment: who stretchest out the heavens like a curtain: (3)
Who layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters: who maketh the clouds his chariot: who walketh upon the wings of
the wind: (4)  Who maketh his angels spirits; his ministers a flaming fire: (5)  WHO LAID THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE
EARTH, THAT IT SHOULD NOT BE REMOVED FOREVER. (6)  Thou coveredst it (the earth) with the deep (Noah’s
flood) as with a garment: the waters stood above the mountains. (7)  At thy rebuke they fled; at the voice of thy thunder
they hasted away. (8)  They go up by the mountains; they go down by the valleys unto the place which thou hast founded
for them.
(9)  Thou hast set a bound that they may not pass over; that they turn not again to cover the earth. Could it be that
God will speak thus and there will be no more sea in the vastness that we know it at present?

(2 Peter 3:4)  And saying, Where is the promise of his coming? For since the fathers fell asleep, all things
continue as they were from the beginning of the creation. (5)  For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of
God the heavens were of old, and the earth standing out of the water and in the water:

(6)  Whereby THE WORLD (KOSMOS) THAT THEN WAS, being overflowed with water, perished. (7)  BUT THE
HEAVENS AND THE EARTH, WHICH ARE NOW, by the same word are kept in store, reserved unto fire against the day
of judgment and perdition of ungodly men. (8)  But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing, that one day is with the
Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day. God’s view of times and timing is so different
from ours! (9)  The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some men count slackness; but is longsuffering to us-
ward, not willing that any should perish, but that all should come to repentance. (Gk. a change of mind). The
whole dealings here is for mankind —  every man in his own order (which means ‘not all at once’) being
changed.

(10)  But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens shall pass away with a great
noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the works that are therein shall be burned up.
(11)  Seeing then that all these things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy conversation
and godliness, (burning and melting are simple pictures of irreversible change).
(12)  Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God, wherein the heavens being on fire shall be dissolved,
and the elements shall melt with fervent heat? (13)  Nevertheless we, according to his promise, LOOK FOR NEW
HEAVENS AND A NEW EARTH, WHEREIN DWELLETH RIGHTEOUSNESS.  Not so far off as we thought!
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BENEDICTION ... Now to Him who is able to keep you from stumbling and to
make you stand in His glorious presence FAULTLESS AND FULL OF
TRIUMPHANT JOY, to the only God our Saviour, through Jesus Christ our
Lord, be glory, majesty, might  and authority, AS IT WAS BEFORE ALL TIME,
both now and for the age of the ages. Amen. (Williams New Testament ....
Jude 24).

TO  BE  CONTINUED ...

... BY YOU, THE READER !!!!!!!
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APPENDIX 2

The Declaration of the Stars
The heavens declare the glory of God . . . there are the sweet influences of PLIADES . . .  the binding
influences of ORION . . . the sun rules the day, the moon rules the night and the stars also (rule and

have their influences upon each of us).

INTRODUCTION:  This is just a ‘headline’ look at the constellations in light of present truth.
E.W.Bullinger wrote extensively on this subject and marvellously brought out the meaning of the
stars/constellations in the context of salvation and the life of Jesus Christ. Here we look at the same
constellations but through the ‘window’ of revealed present truth. 12 main constellations each with
three subsidiary constellations making 48 in all. This aligns with the 48 Boards of the Tabernacle
wall enclosing the Holy Place and The Holiest of All . . . enclosing our life. This indicates that all 48
dealings of the Lord are necessary for each firstfruit overcomer apprehended by Christ to come forth
into fullness of the fourth dimension corporate man in this hour.

REUBEN means ‘behold a son’ and speaks of the era (age) of sonship and he is identified with the
age of AQUARIUS . . . the pouring forth of the water of life upon the whole earth (mankind). We
have entered into this ‘new day’ and it is the set time for the sons of God to pour out living word
upon the world. Approximately every 2000 years the sun moves into another ‘sign’ in relation to the
earth in what is called ‘the procession of equinoxes’. The approximately 2000 years since Calvary
was under the age of PISCES ... the two fishes ... and relates to the ‘Church Age’ where her calling
has been to be fishers of men. With this new millenium the earth has moved into the age of Aquarius
representing the many-membered manchild pouring the water of life out upon the whole earth.

There is much detailed research in the scriptures which aligns each of Jacob’s sons (tribes of Israel)
with respective constellations. Each tribe when leaving Egypt had their respective banner (ensign) at
the front . . . each banner was one of the twelve constellations. They had been derived under God’s
leading for each tribe. The prime example is seeing the tribe of JUDAH aligned with constellation
LEO . . . thus we have that Jesus was known as ‘the lion of the tribe of Judah’.

ZEBULUN  Genesis 49:13 (‘ships’ Hb.= contraction in anguish ... see ‘COMA below); Deut 33:18
(‘going out’ Hb.= bringing forth)
VIRGO {August 23rd. thru September 22nd.} (The Virgin. A woman bearing a branch in her right
hand and an ear of corn in her left). The untouched and unaffected by the world Overcomer Branch
is brought forth to exert authority (Right Hand) towards and provide life-food for the truly hungry.
Jesus laid the pattern.
1. COMA (The Desired Son: The woman and child). The Church-Woman with Manchild. The whole
creation waiting with expectation for the Sons of God to be manifested fully.
2. CENTAURUS (The Centaur with two natures, holding a spear piercing a victim). While operat-
ing with two natures (Christ’s and mine!) we often will kill another with our religious, self-righteous
words. ‘Centaurus’ also means despised.
3. BOOTES (a man walking (coming) bearing a branch called ARCTURUS, meaning the same).
This many-membered ‘man’ is coming and is known by his walk and he has a branch bearing the
ripe fruit of the Spirit to give away.
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LEVI { means Joined}
LIBRA {September 23rd. thru October 22nd.} (The Scales). We are being weighed in the balances
so that each deficiency can be rectified.
1. CRUX, The Cross provision appropriated including God’s grace and His declarations concerning
each one.
2. LUPUS, or VICTIMA, The Victim lays down his life for his brethren. As a lamb before his shear-
ers is dumb . . . If I justify myself, my own tongue will condemn me.
3. CORONA, The Crown bestowed on the corporate King-Priest (Melchisedec) who walk as Him . .
. who are experiencing the authority of being in the throne.

DAN  {means Judge; Judgment}
SCORPIO {October 23rd. thru November 21st.} (The Scorpion) reactions seeking to judge and
sting, hurt and kill with his negative criticisms.
1. SERPENS The Serpent within man’s carnal thinking struggling with the true man - Christ within .
. . undermining man’s true identity.
2. O-PHI-U-CHUS (The man grasping the serpent) . . . until he finally overcomes by declaring the
truth.
   3. HERCULES (The mighty man. A man kneeling on one knee, humbled in the conflict, but hold-
ing aloft the tokens of victory, with his foot on the head of the Dragon). This man’s humble testi-
mony is essential even after he has obtained victory and brought peace first to those who have been
called out to set creation free . . . every man in his own order.

ASHER  {means happy}
SAGITTARIUS {November 22nd. thru December 21st.} (The Archer). The ‘word’ from the mind of
Christ as arrows sent to change specific situations and one’s DNA.
1. LYRA (The Harp). True worship in the Spirit honouring Father-God, the Provider will aid DNA
change.
   2. ARA (The Altar). Consuming fire prepared for all wood, hay and stubble in every man. The
place of death for ‘self’ in preparation to being raised incorruptible.
3. DRACO (The Dragon underfoot). The Old Serpent, Devil and carnal mind declared to be an
illusion for he, having been destroyed by Christ in us, has no place in our heavens.

NAPHTALI  {means wrestling}
CAPRICORNUS {December 22nd. thru January 19th.} (The fish-goat). Men (fish) redeemed from
their stubborn, unteachable goat nature.
1. SAGITTA (The Arrow). The negative arrow-word constantly fired at the Overcomer-Sons, does
not deter them at all — they give no place to the devil.
2. AQUILA (The Eagle). The wounded and worn out get their strength renewed again for soaring in
the heavenlies . . . the realm of the Spirit.
3. DELPHINUS (The Dolphin - pouring forth water). These ones depict those who both pour out in
the spiritual realm and also the natural realm. They are in the world but not of it . . . and can exude
compassion yet remain disciplined to Father’s voice.

REUBEN  {means behold a son} Genesis 49:4 (‘unstable’ means bubble up)  Deut.33:6
AQUARIUS {January 20th. thru February 18th.) (The Water-Bearer pouring water out upon the
earth). The living-water declarations of present truth constantly poured out to set others free.
1. PISCIS AUSTRALIS (The Southern Fish)(In Arabic it is translated the mouth of the fish). Appre-
ciating the blessings bestowed by redeemed man.
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2. PEGASUS (The Winged Horse). The blessings that speedily bring strength and release to the
hearers.
     3. CYGNUS (The Swan - flying). Grace and royalty — these pure royal characteristics (nature)
are beginning to come forth in each apprehended ‘son’.

SIMEON  {means hearing}  Hosea 11:4
PISCES {February 19th. thru March 20th.} (The Fishes - two). One fish is vertical, heavenward and
the other is horizontal depicting their ability to hear from God and declare His word to the world.
The Firstfruits have been fully redeemed from the demands of the law and have (corporately) laid
down their lives for the Lord.
1. THE BAND— (The binding) This band of stars holds the fish together . . .  one Church.
2. ANDROMEDA (The Chained Woman). The redeemed Church-Woman even in her bondage to the
carnal mind, is chained to her true destiny.
3. CEPHEUS (The King - with his foot on the ‘Polar Star’ which is frequently used for direction).
The corporate overcomer-king being processed.

GAD   {means Seer or blessed}
ARIES {March 21st. thru April 19th.} (The Ram or Lamb). The Lamb-Spirit lays down his life to
dispense   the full victory.
1. CASSIOPEIA (The Enthroned Woman). The ultimate vision, the Church perfected and one with
the King sharing His throne.
2. CETUS (The Sea Monster subdued). The great enemy — the ways of the world with its patterns
and influences, fully exposed.
3. PERSEUS (Fighting and subduing or simply The Breaker). His left hand carries the head of the
enemy (carnal thoughts).  The Overcomers having been set free and now are breaking others out of
every bondage caused by lack of wisdom.

JOSEPH ... MANESSAH & EPHRAIM  {Joseph means fruitful or increaser}
TAURUS {April 20th. thru May 20th.} (The Bull). Tremendous strength given to those in authority.
Also included is PLEIADES group of stars (meaning congregated).
1. ORION, Light-giver  The corporate person of the Remnant company coming into experiencing the
fourth dimension of light and its effects.
2. ERIDANUS (The River of the Judge). The flow of the living word that will judge every word ever
spoken . . . initialy in the firstfruits and then progressively in others.
3. AURIGA (The Shepherd). The Good Shepherd’s care for each one being processed by His Spirit
bringing change towards His original plan of the ages. Such care cannot help but bring forth
the’sons’.

BENJAMIN  {means son of my right hand}  Genesis 49:27
GEMINI {May 21st. thru June 21st.} (The Twins or doubled). The double portion inheritance from
the King in  us . . . the son of man and the son of God together express Father-God’s life.
1. LEPUS (The enemy trodendown or The Hare). The fast reacting ENEMY which comes forth as
negative reactions, is now under foot.
2. CANIS MAJOR (The Dog), or SIRIUS, the tenacious Caleb leadership spirit loyal to the heavenly
calling.
3. CANIS MINOR (The Second Dog), or PROCYON, from a second witness — The second part of
the double blessing is received to enable the manchild company (corporate Christ) to come to the
throne.
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ISSACHAR  {means he will bring a reward}  1 Chron.12:32
CANCER {June 22nd. thru July 22nd.} (The Crab). Those apprehended by the Spirit for this hour,
He will not let go until we come forth in His image and likeness.
1. URSA MINOR (The Lesser Sheepfold). The very small “cross-polinating” groups  are vital to this
life we are called to.
2. URSA MAJOR (The Great Sheepfold). The larger gatherings where present truth is embraced
have their encouraging contributions.
3. ARGO (The Ship). The fully redeemed overcomers will take this ‘word’ into all the world.

JUDAH  {means expressed praise} Genesis 49:8-12
LEO {July 23rd. thru August 22nd.} (The Lion). The Lion of the Tribe of Judah, Jesus Christ ... King
and Redeemer of the whole world . . . original plan accomplished in the firstfruits/firstborn.
1. HYDRA (The Abhorred Serpent). That old Serpent, the Devil or carnal mind is finally out of the
picture.
2. CRATER (The Cup - wrath poured out). The cup of this testimony in one’s life declares Christ’s
victory in you.
3. CORVUS (The Crow, or Raven). Birds of prey having devoured every vestige of dead flesh that
was your life.

Footnotes:
E.W. Bullinger (1893) gave the original name meanings of the constellations and stars within each.
Some revisions made with the input from Noreen Nichols.


